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EAST TEXAS AND THE STOCK MARKET CRASH
by Donald W. Whisenhunt

In 1929 the New York Stock Exchange suffered the most serious
one-day decline in its history and the shock waves were felt around the
world. Even today, despite the fact that the Exchange has suffered
more serious declines in recent years, people still refer to the debacle

of 1929 as the "Great Crash."
Contemporary followers of the stock market have some difficulty
understanding the severity and importance of the market crash in 1929.
At that time the Dow-Jones average was between 300 and 400; the
number of shares traded on October 29 was around sixteen million, a
number considered small on most trading days now. Inlhe context
of that time, however, it was a devastating event.
1

The Stock Market Crash has been called both the cause and the
beginning of the Great Depression, but of course, it was neither. The
crash was a signal of hard times to come, not the cause. The crash,
moreover, was not the beginning of the Depression, because certain
segments of the American economy had been depressed since the end
of World War I. Despite the apparent prosperity of the 1920s, perhaps
as much as one-half of the American people were in a near-desperate
situation before 1929.
Much has been written in the past fifty years about how the crash
actually occurred, what people thought of it, and its immediate and
long range impact. Considering the significance attached to the crash,
it is important to know how people in Texas--especially East Texasreacted to it.
Prior to the crash, business in Texas was good, especially in insurance and pharmaceuticals. Despite the depressed condition of agriculture, business in East Texas continued to be encouraging in the summer;
even after October 29, business prospects appeared good. Year-end
statements by various chambers of commerce reported record
prosperity.'
Beneath the facade of confidence and opUlnIsm, however, occasional pessimists were heard. One East Texan, soon after the election
of 1928, was fearful that President Hoover would not only continue
President Coolidge's business policy but that he would be "aggressively
expansive in favor of the predatory classes and those seeking special
governmental privileges.''' At tbe beginning of 1920 farmers from all
Donald W. Whisenhunt is Professor of History and Vice President
Affairs, the University of Texas at TYler.
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over East Texas felt that history would soon repeat itself with a drop
in prices, depressing the agricultural community even more.' Future
prospects were not bright for all Texans.
At first, East Texans paid littlc attention to the panic in New York.
Other than a brief story about the crash, most East Texas newspapers
ignored the stock market, concentrating instead on local events that
were more exciting to area residents.
It was not long, however, before editorials began to explain that
the crash should not be of great concern to people in East Texas. When
President Herbert Hoover and prominent financial leaders reversed
their earlier positions to say that the market had no relationship to the
soundness of business and the economy, East Texans quickly agreed.
The Tyler Daily Courier-Times expressed opinions that were fairly
representative of the East Texas area. For example, 'on October 28
and 29 the paper ran wire service stories about the wild selling of stocks
in New York, but indicated that the panic would be short-lived and
tbat all would be back to normal soon.'

Like newspapers everywhere, the Tyler paper published syndicated
or "canned" editorials. Local editors often did not write their own
material and their personal feelings are difficult to ascertain, but the
fact that they printed the "canned" material probably meant that they
agreed with most of the content.
On October 31, 1929, the Tyler paper published an editorial that
was typical of those appearing in many Texas newspapers. 1n an attempt
to convince people that no damage had been done to the economy by
the crash, the editor said:
Meanwhile the recent stock market decline does not
mean that the country is not prosperous. lIs outlook is
better than ever before. Those who have their money in
the good old town bank, or in other secure investments,
find conditions very hopeful, with every prospect that
they will continue so. ~

The next day an article informed its readers that the stock market
was closed for "mopping up." The implication was clear that people
on "Main Street" should ignore activities on Wall Street and go on as
normal. Two days later another article claimed that the "break" in
New York was over. The crash probably helped business, it suggested,
because it made money available for local business that had previously
gone to New York for speculative purposes.'
One editorial widely reprinted throughout Texas proclaimed
that only luxury businesses, which really had no place in American
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society anyway, had been burt. The discomfiture of the rich pleased
this editorialist. Beauty parlors with a minimum charge of $25 per
treatment and "exclusive jewelry stores where no customer was really

welcome unless he had a hundred thousand dollars to spend" were
really the only businesses to suffer from the turbulence on Wall Street.
Texas business really had nothing to worry about; it would probably
benefit with speculators and gamblers out of the market: No example
of this editorial has been found in the East Texas press, but it probably
expressed the opinion of many East Texans. Other "canned" editorials
assured Texans that "while stocks 'faw down and go boom' and a
multitude of speculators find themselves the victims, our national
prosperity continues on an even keel." The average person, they
believed, would not succumb to widespread pessimism about the possibility of depression.'
Most of the press of East Texas exhibited the same confidence as
the Tyler paper and the "canned" editorials. Most papers emphasized
that the market had no relation to true business conditions, and anyone
who predicted serious trouble was only a prophet of doom who should
be ignorcd. The decline in the market was only in paper values, not in
real wealth they claimed." Perhaps the words of an editor from Greenville reflected the immediate sentiment best.
Today there is no deflation except in paper securities.
Ten or a dozen million Americans are feeling poor
because of having lost a little money that they never had.
What most of the present losers have actually lost is the
equity they put up in margining their stock purchases ...
Stocks owned outright pay as much now as they ever
did just as land yields as much now as it did when it was
selling at three times its earning value."
This attitude was also expressed by a farm publication that circulated
widely in East Texas when it said:
But the country is safe. Its resources have not been
lessened by a single ton of ore or coal, or by a single
bushel of grain, or a bale of cotton, or by a single industrial building. These things are all here, and the country
will go forward on a sounder, saner and safer basis than
since the wild gambling boom started a few years ago."
In its effort to maintain confidence much of the press sought a
silver lining in the cloud over Wall Street. Some of the newspapers
explained that the crash was good because it proved the stability of
American business; actual earning capacity of giant corporations had

not declined, but had probably increased. Unlike previous panics, the

,
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great brokerage and banking houses had not failed. Others said that
the crash was good because it drove small amateur investors out of the
market. Sympathy for the "lambs" that had been shorn unmercifully
was in short supply. They were now back to work where they should
have been all along, leaving the stock market to the men with the
knowledge and the wealth to operate it. Some of the papers thought
that what had happened was good for the people who had no place
in the market; country folks should stay out of the business of the cityslickers. In addition to the beneficial removal of the non-professionals,
bad stocks had been driven out of the market, making the good ones
even better risks. ' I

During 1930 the stock market continued to decline, despite the
earlier optimism that it would recover and probably go higher than in
the boom year of 1929. Even with the continuous decline, East Texans
still looked for the silver lining.
Among the business spokesmen optimism remained high early in
the year, although an occasional feeling of pessimism appeared. A
number of statewide business publications announced in their New
Year's greetings that 1929 had been a good year, and, despite the
trouble in New York, Texas business was sound. Now was the time,
they believed, to end rumors of depression, to sell more life insurance,
to improve the depressed floral business, and to make 1930 a banner
year.
H

In mid year the local editor in Huntsville told his readers that
conditions were quite good because local postal receipts for 1929 were
much higher than expected. "The growth of receipts at the post office
is a fine indicator as to the amount of business, and reflects a healthy
business, in Huntsville during the year 1930." With high praise for
the postal system, he said: "It Is a true insight into whether a town is
making progress forward or backward."" As the year progressed businessmen advocated investment in "safe" savings and loan associations,

encouraged employee stock ownership, and ridiculed the talk of hard
times that could induce a state of pessimism in 120 million people just
because of the speculation of "a handful of fools in Wall Street.""
The commercial press continued to be the most optimistic segment
of East Texas society during 1930, at least in print. In retrospect much
of the optimism is rather unconvincing; perhaps the papers themselves
were only "whistling in the dark" to keep up their own confidence.
Some exhibited shock that Americans could be scared by what had
happened in New York, while others continued to play variations on
the old theme that business was sound, and that there was nothing to
worry about. They emphasized that the market was an incorrect baro-
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meter of actual conditions and that East Texans should not be distressed
if a few parasitic speculators got what was coming to them. Why the
newspapers remained so unrealistic in the face of worsening conditions
is difficult to explain. Perhaps one Austin citizen was correct when
he said that the papers did not run scare headlines because the people
were already shaken enough and any pessimism from the newspaper
would make matters worse.
l1

From the beginning of 1931 until the inauguration of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt in March 1933, public reaction took a decided
turn. Seldom did the press, or individuals for that matter, speak in
defense of the stock market, even though many continued their efforts
to build confidence. Occasional statements about the temporary rise
in stock prices or the need for more confidence in the financial system
appeared from time to time, but they were not well received."
Immediately after the crash, East Texans searched for a cause of
the debacle. To some it was the result of a financial conspiracy involving the "big eastern money barons" who had caused the bull market
boom with the specific goal of enticing unsuspecting, small, inexperienced speculators into the market. Then the "lambs" were bankrupted
by a deliberate inflation of the market that left it and the wealth of the
country in the hands of Wall Street. Some of the papers that took an
I-told-you-so attitude were relieved that the small investors had learned
a lesson and now would use their money for investment at home.
Although the editors had some sympathy for those who had lost their
money, they also moralized that those who play with fire get burned."
Not all observers supported the conspiracy theory, but a decided
anti-Wall Street sentiment was apparent. One resident of Waxahachie
was especially colorful in his language:
The Stock Exchange and Commodity Exchange as operated today, are non-essential to conducting our commercialism, they are merely and truly "LEACHES" on a
great common-wealth and should be EXTERMINATED.
Sentiment, generally, at present favors the EXTERMINATION of these damnable "Leaches"...."
A similar attitude was expressed by E. G. Senter, gubernatorial
candidate in 1930, who was unhappy about Governor Dan Moody's
promise to President Hoover to increase state public works construction

in order "to rehabilitate Wall Street." Senter contended that only the
gamblers had been hurt in the crash; what they really wanted was for
"the rest of the country to come build them up again so that they may
try and have a more of a general panic on the next collapse." Senter
also thought that the public only got what it deserved because "the
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truth is the stock gamblers have absorbed all things to themselves so
long that the public had grown insensible [sic] to the economic crime
which they represent.""
Gambling and immorality were also blamed. In an attitude typical
of rural Protestant America, many believed this crisis was merely punishment for past sins. Senator Tom Connally, in a letter to a constituent,
explained that stock market operations as dictated by big business were

a near neighbor to gambling." The Baptist Standard, official publication of the Southern Baptist Convention and widely read in East Texas,
was quite concerned about morality in New York. It reflected a segment
of East Texas sentiment that the market should be closed when it
declared:
Any business which causes "the community's mental
health and vision" to need restoring is wrong. It ought
to be opposed and smashed by the moral forces of the
country. The whole parasitic gang of speculation bandits
that fasten themselves upon the body of legitimate business and industry ought to be pruned off and there
should be no possibility of their return."
The major attack on the stock market from religious leaders came
from J. Frank Norris, pastor of the large First Baptist Church in Fort
Worth." Although not an East Texan, Norris had followers in all parts
of the state including East Texas. He was probably speaking for many
of these followers when he said that the United States was under the
dictatorship of Wall Street that was composed of nothing but a bunch
of thieves. He expressed more respect for bandits who stole money
in the open at the risk of their own freedom and lives than for the men
like the financial leader, Samuel Insull, who stole from the public under
the cloak of legality."
Still others thought that the control of money by New York
bankers and the Federal Reserve System had caused the crash. Because
bankers in other parts of the nation were controlled by Federal Reserve

Banks, they had no choice but to do as they were told. East Texas
Congressman Martin Dies believed that the restriction of competition
and Federal Reserve control of credit had been largely responsible for
the crash. If monetary policy were a cause, then the Republican Party,
in power since 1921, was partly or wholly responsible for the crisis.'"
Senator Connally, in his letter to his constituent, also implied that the
real cause of the trouble was the Republican Party:
The fawning sycophants who love to lick the feet of
power, have been shouting every [sic] since last Novem-

ber that the increasing values on the stock market
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evidenced a "Hoover market." They were willing to
claim the credit for this artificial and imaginative prosperity, but when the crash came, it was somebody else's
market. 27

Prior to 1930, the remedies propo,ed for the evil were either to
control the stock exchange through government regulation or close it
altogether. Congressman O. H. Cross, who introduced a bill to make
margin buying illegal, was responding to pressure from some segments
of East Texas opinion."
The reactions of East Texans were both extreme and mild,
depending on the source. In a revealing oral history project conducted
by Professor Bill O'Neal among his students at Panola College in deep
East Texas, one can find all kinds of opinions. Parents and grandparents of O'Neal's students, who were interviewed forty-five to fifty
years after the crash, recall it with varying degrees of intensity. Some,
for example, said the stock market did not have any effect upon East
Texas while others believed it was either the cause of the beginning
of the Depression."
An interesting side note from the O'Neal interviews is the revelation that many East Texans have largely accepted the suicide theory.
Common mythology suggests that the suicide rate went up dramatically
in the wake of the market crash as investors who had lost everything
saw no other option except to take their own lives. Studies reveal,
however, that the suicide rate actually declined in New York immediately following the crash. The myth persists, perhaps reinforced by the
way show business perpetuated the idea. Several of the persons interviewed by O'Neal's students were convinced that the suicide theory
was true. 30

Although they were probably in the minority, some East Texans
were distressed about the control exerted by Wall Street over every
element of the average citizen's life. For example, a man from Center
told Senator Connally that something had to be done. "If this stock
exchange is a necessity why not put it under government control or in
the hand of a commission and pay them a salary and have a clean
legitimate business."11 The man from Waxahachie, quoted earlier,
believed the stock exchanges were "damnable LEACHES."" The
editor of the Bonham Daily Favorite believed that overspeculation
caused the crash and the only way to prevent a reoccurrence was to
control the speculators." Today one wonders if the cOncerns of these
people were satisfied when the Securities and Exchange Commission
was established in 1933.
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East Texans were not shy about expressing their opinions. Many
used colorful language, but none equaled "Cyclone" Davis, a perennial
Texas politician with strong East Texas ties. He was particularly
eloquent in his attack on the stock market in a rather long poem. Three
of Davis' verses illustrate the attitude of many East Texans about the
stock market:

The Wall Street bandits
In their lust
Have trampled the people
Into the dust.
They have robbed the populace
Of their home
And put them out
on the earth to roam.
They have gathered wealth
In great big stacks
And piled up debts
On the peoples backs."'
The stock market crash of 1929 was one of the more significant
events of the twentieth-century. Those who lived through the crash
and the Depression that followed still have vIvid memories of it.
Although many people at the time thought the crash had little significance for East Texas, many of them came to realize that it ushered in
a decade of great trial and suffering.
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EINE EISENBAHNFAHRT IN TEXAS
(A RAILROAD TRIP IN TEXAS)
By Theodor Kirchhoff, translated by Robert H. Thonhoff
and Margarethe Schulze Balser
In the year 1867 a Gennan traveller by the name of Theodor
Kirchhoff embarked on a memorable once-in-a-Iifetime journey through
the Great American West. At the conclusion of his journey, wbich
eventually covered two continents, he wrote his life story, which was
published as Reisbilder und Sklzzen aus Amerika in 1875. After
travelling fifteen bundred miles by stagecoach from Solomon, Kansas,
to the gold fields of Idaho, Kirchhoff veered southeastward through
Texas on his way to Nicaragua. His first impressions of Texas were
gained from a steamboat ride down the Red River. Eventually arriving
at Marshall, Texas, he chose to take the railroad from Marshall to
Shreveport, Louisiana. In a chapter entitled "Eine Eisenbahnfahrt in
Texas," Kirchhoff recorded an unforgettable forty mile journey, which
is translated from Gennan to English in the following paragraphs.
In early times the railroad which connects the towns of Shreveport,
Louisiana, and Marshall, Texas, the so-called "Southern Pacific Railroad," was the worst in the world. As this somewhat daring sounding
declaration of opinion comes close to the truth, it will surely enlighten
the reader of the following description of a journey which I placed
behind me on this Texas Model Train in the year 1867. As a land in
which I have found hospitable asylum for years, I would not for the
world give it a worse name than it unfortunately but not unjustly has.
I will now add that that railroad in earlier times, if not as good as that
between Cologne and Minden, as a link in the new Texas Pacific Railroad, is as good as most of the American railroads are.
It was on a frosty March day when I, after travelling one hundred
English miles in a private ride in seven days under innumerable difficulties, at last with joy saw the friendly little city of Marshall in north
Texas before· me, because I believed in that place I had reached the
end of the hardship of my journey, as I had the thought in mind to
ride the railway from there to Shreveport in the state of Louisiaua. The
reports of the unbelievable slowness of that railway, which I had often
heard, I held as exaggerated and hoped to place behind me the short
stretch of just forty English (approximately nine Gennan) miles in a
half day.
Robert H. Thonhoff is an educator and community leader 0/ Fashing, Texas.
Margarethe Schulze Balser is a native of Industry, Texas, oldest German settlement in the state.
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About six o'clock the next morning we arrived at the place "where
the depot should be" and proceeded into the railroad coach-this railway had just one coach; the other ones were mostly open ones; in our
case they were freight cars loaded with cotton bales. Luckily we had
a small iron stove in our coach which was stuffed full of pine wood
and was red hot. As the coach was made after American style, it was
provided with a long open aisle between the seats, and travellers of
both sexes, children, and negroes so crowded the space that it lessened
the polluted atmosphere of the crowded place, which was perfumed by
the constantly evaporating tobacco juice on the smoking stove. All
was very cozy.
After we waited in the coach for almost an hour after the scheduled
departure time, the locomotive "Ben Johnson" announced itself with

a cowhom-like howl and hooked itself in front of the train. In a nearby
tavern the engineer and fireman poured another swallow of whiskey
behind the tie and lit their short clay pipes. Finally, the train carefully
moved forward.
The first half hour, in which time we placed almost one German
mile behind us, passed by without any particular incident. I already
thought that all the dreadful reports about this railway were miserable
false accusations when all of a sudden the train came to an abrupt
standstill. They said that the "Ben Johnson" had no more firewood
and one faucet was stopped up. In an hour and a half the faucet was
running again, and one half cord of wood had been taken aboard. The
train conductors passed their time in a nearby tavern playing a game
of cards, "Seven-up," with a party, and the negroes who were told to
do the handyman jobs and repair the damage were obviously in no
hurry.
Making itself howl, the locomotive was on its way again. The
coach rocked on farther down the uneven tracks like a ship on the
stormy sea, but after only one half hour it stopped again. The water
in the boiler was exhausted, so they said. The locomotive left us in a
swamp, which on this wintery day looked doubly dreary, and journeyed
to the nearest water tank, which was three English miles away, to supply
itself with the essential moist element, and did not return until two
hours later.
During all this, a genuine Texas snow storm broke out-rain, hail,
sheet ice, and all sorts of frozen and half-melted snow, thunder,
lightning, and icy cold wind gusts--everything mixed up-horrible
weather. In the coach the whiskey bottles made the rounds, and the
negroes could hardly be forced away from the stove and be brought
to work.
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At last the "Ben Johnson" was there again and ready to march.
The train began to jolt very lively over the rails on account of the
faster locomotion. The passengers fell into joyful excitement-when
suddenly an ominous crash sounded beneath us and the coach. After
a few vigorous jumps the coach came to a stop, which mixed up passengers, trunks, valises, threw several sleeping Africans on the hot
stove, and caused a funny mix-up. Thank God no one was hurt; we
all escaped with just the scare. After three houn; work in the snow
storm, whereby some passengers helped, the coach was back on the
tracks again, and the untiring "Ben Johnson" again slowly trotted on.
lt was afternoon. The passengers, after drinking whiskey, made
offensive remarks about the conductor and other officials of the
renowned "Southern Pacific Railroad"-when we came to a log cabin
in the forest, and all the passengers began to shout: "Whoa! Here we
are at the grocery!"-and the train stopped again.

An ox wagon was stopped at the side of the road. It was loaded
with cotton which was to be transported by the train. The cotton had
been loaded in Man;hall where it had vainly waited for the train for
two months. The driver of the ox wagon made the friendly offer to
the conductor to let him hitch his oxen to the train, and they would
get to Shreveport quicker. The conductor took it as an insult and took
off his coat at once and challenged the ox driver to a duel. The driver,
who was a true Texas backwoodsman and who would have walked a
couple of miles for the pleasure of a good fight, gladly accepted the
challenge. Several passengers hurried out of the coach regardless of
the weather and formed a ring in which the conductor and the ox driver
came to blows.
With drawn revolvers, the spectators of the heroic fight stood in
a circle, each one swearing that he would shoot down the first one
who would help one of the fighters, while the conductor and the ox
driver, like a pair of fighting dogs, rolled around in the swamp of the
half-melted snow that covered the ground. First one was down and
then the other. Fists, boots, and teeth did their utmost to defeat the
opponent, while spectators, most of whom were for the ox driver, let
their animal-like cheering echo through the forest. Finally the ox driver
managed to get a hold on the nose of his opponent with his teeth, and
in Texas fashion gouged his eyes with his thumb, after which the conductor hollered that he had enough.
The fight was ended, the spectators put their pistols back under
their coat tails, and with Indian war whoops, the victor challenged
everyone who was a friend of the conductor or the railway to a duel.
Since no one felt like accepting the challenge, the passengers, in a
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happy mood over the amusing intermezzo, proceded back to the coach.
The "Ben Johnson" hitched itself anew to the train, and slowly it went
forward.
By nightfall, we rode about five German miles in the aforementioned manner-Ihen the locomotive, which was out of water as well
as wood, would not pull anymore. The conductor, who was still angry
over his defeat, got drunk and told the passengers that he would not
go on until the next morning.
The native Texans, strong and bold-looking fellows, were accustomed to camping out and soon had a big bonfire burning, around
which they laid in picturesque groups. The flames, blown by the stormlike wind, reached up to the moss-covered, knotty forest giants and
made fantastic pictures in the half-lighted forest darkness, while the
failing snowflakes sizzled in Ihe fire. Although it was romantic, I soon
went back into the coach, because lying on the wet ground in the cold
north wind had little comfort.
I spent a miserable night. I made several futile attempts to roll
up and go to sleep in one of the seats. An African Who sat behind me
was modulating bass songs, and he stretched his legs over the back of
my seat and righl under my nose; another one who was snoring on the
floor laid his odorous wool head trustingly in my lap. Drunken Irishmen
sang heart-breaking songs. One minute the stove was red hot; the next
minute it was ice cold, and it smoked like a chimney. My blood circulation stopped in my cramped joints. To sum it all up I had to do
without any sleep.
Finally, there was the break of a new day-bleak, norther howling,
and without coffee. At seven o'clock they were to make an attempt
to go on. They said a new locomotive called the "Jay Bird" was nearby
and would push while the "Ben Johnson" pulled. But both locomotives
were frozen tight. One attempt to push the iron horses to the nearest
water tank failed. We passengers heated water at the campfire in tin
kettles and carried it sixty steps to the locomotives, which we thawed
out While negro workers threw snowballs. With neither preaching nor
threatening could we induce them to help.
At two o'clock in the afternoon the HBen Johnson" and the "Jay

Bird" were ready to march, and after three cheers from the passengers,
the train was set in motion. After four attempts we reached a height.
Merrily it went down the other side, a levelling incline, and through a
canyon, which was so narrow that the sides of the car nearly touched
the walls. Here the train ran off the track and broke in the middlea mile and a half from the place where we had spent the night. The
passenger car with the "Jay Bird" was in the back; the "Ben Johnson"
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with the freight car was in the front; and an almost bottomless, rainsoaked clay mass that would run into your boot tops when you stepped
in it filled the narrow pass.

Now the conductor suggested to the passengers that they ride the
remaining thirteen English miles to Shreveport on the open cotton car,
which was not a very inviting prospect. But to spend another night
in the coach or in camp was out of the question. So, we carried our
baggage from the passenger coach through the foot-deep mud and halfmelted snow to the cotton freight car.
The change was completed, and after shivering from the cold and
waiting another hour for the return of the "Ben Johnson," which had
gone ahead to scout, we were on our way again by nightfall. With
reinforced fury, the wind whistled around our ears, and hail, snow, and

rain rattled down on us as we cowered close together on top of the
cotton bales. As we raced toward our destination, the car swayed and
jolted in short jumps on the uneven tracks so that it took real skiH
to keep from falling from the. high, towering, cotton bales.
At nine o'clock at night we reached Shreveport, where a railroad
depot counts the unknown great. We had to get oll in the open street,
half frozen and hungry as hyenas, for on our forty-hour trip we had
lived on nothing but cheese and bread crumbs, the leftovers from our
breakfast in Marshall. We made forty EngliSh miles in exactly forty
hours. I was happy when I couId sit down at the princely set table in
the warm cabin salon of the proud Red River steamboat "Alabama"
and could restore my body and soul, and I promised myself solemnly
that this railroad trip on the "Southern Pacific Railroad" should be my
first and last one in this Texas Model Train.
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BLACK EDUCATION IN RECONSTRUCTION TEXAS:
THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE FREEDMEN'S
BUREAU AND BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES
by James Smallwood
In recent years, some attention has been focused on Ihe education
of blacks during Reconstruction. Broad surveys such as Henry Allen
Bullock's A History of Negro Education in the South, have been
wrillen.' Such broad surveys, wide in scope, have not adequately
analyzed or detailed the contributions of the Freedmen's Bureau to
black education. However, if the Bureau's work in education in one
state, Texas, for example, is isolated and examined, it is possible to
gauge the significance of that work. The Bureau only existed from
J865 to J870, but many of its hard won successes established permanent trends.
Because a majority of the white population, and, more importantly,
a majority of slaveholders, did not approve of black education, the
great mass of Negroes in antebellum Texas remained illiterate. When
Union forces occupied the state in June, 1865, approximately 95 percent of its black population could neither read nor write. Of the
remaining 5 percent, most could be classified as untutored, having
received only rudimentary instruction in reading and writing but no
formally structured schooling.'
The widespread illiteracy caused by slavery convinced northern
reformers that only a concentrated national effort could advance Negro
education in the South. Black self-help programs were extremely
important, but self-help alone could not bring about satisfactory
progress.' Congress recognized this and in J865 it created the Freedmen's Bureau and assigned to it the task of organizing schools for the
ex-slaves. In a most significant action, Congress extended federal
protection to black schools, began the institutionalizing of Negro education, and committed itself to support the undertaking. Between 1866
and J870, Congress spent more than five million dollars on the project.
Because Congress believed that other areas needed more help, Texas
did not share equally in the distribution of the funds, receiving no more
than $20,000 in anyone year. In the first six months of J867, for
example, the District of Columbia received almost $45,000 while Texas
received only $9,789.57. Even limited appropriations, however, helped
reduce the expenses of blacks and of benevolent agencies in the state.'
In September of 1865, under the direction of Texas Superintendent
of Education E. M. Wheelock, the Freedmen's Bureau founded its first
James Smallwood teaches at Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
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black school in Texas at Galveston, which reported an initial enrollment of eighty pupils. With no allocated funds and only limited income
from tuition charges of $1.50 per month from each student, Wheelock
reached few blacks in 1865. Many freedmen could not afford the high
tuition fee. Nevertheless, by October the Bureau had established five
schools in the state-all in the Galveston area-which counted four
teachers and an enrollment of 264. By Christmas the number of schools
had expanded to twelve, with nine teachers and 615 students, and by
early January the Bureau had opened four more schools and increased
its total school enrollment to 1,200.' The Bureau founded schools in
the larger towns before giving attention to the countryside. In this
early work, E. M. Gregory, the Assistant Commissioner for Texas,
aided Wheelock. Gregory, called the "father" of black education in
Texas by some contemporary observers, urged missionaries to come
into the state and, whenever possible, extended military protection to
the new schools."
The early progress in black education surprised moderates among
the white population. Even the conservative white press occasionally,
complimented blacks on their desire to learn. In late 1865, the
moderate Republican newspaperman Ferdinand Flake made extensive
visits to Bureau schools in Galveston. Although a drop in enrollment
in November which Flake attributed to "discouragement" disturbed
him, the order and decorum of the schools and the regular attendance
pleased him. Further, he praised the instructors who taught in the
schools for their diligence.'
Wheelock tried to establish his schools on a New England pattern.
Schools commenced at 9:00 in the morning with a hymn or a prayer.
Teachers allowed students thirty minutes for lunch and dismissed
classes at 2:30 in the afternoon. The superintendent forbade severe
punishment. The holiday calendar followed that of white schools.
Daily exercises, prescribed by Wheelock, were required. Bureau
schools did not, as many black schools would do in the future, stress
industrial education. Instead, the superintendent established an
academic curriculum which gave Negroes the same kind of education
that whites received. Further, the curriculum catered to the needs of
individual blacks by taking into consideration any previonsly acquired
education.

Most children began school with basic instruction in the alphabet,
soon graduating into "spell and read easy" classes. After mastering the

rudiments of reading and writing, children began work with advanced
readers, the McGuffey series being the most widely used. Teachers
introduced pupils to geography and arithmetic. Ultimately, after mastering elementary courses, some students graduated into the "higher
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branches" and received more advanced instruction. Of course, when
Bureau schools first began to function, most instruction centered on
elementary courses. The great majority of children first needed to
master reading and writing, but as time passed, teachers pointed with
pride to the number of children who studied on advanced levels.
Most teachers for the Bureau also maintained night and Sunday
schools. Night schools, established for adults and older children who
worked during the day, met the same standards as day schools.
Teachers conducted weeknight classes from 7:00 to 9:30. Sabbath
classes for both adults and children emphasized Biblical instruction
and "moral" lessons. Yet, many blacks not enrolled in regular classes
attended Sunday schools, and many teachers regarded their Sabbath
classes as extensions of regular school where freedmen who needed
help could be taught the rudiments of reading and writing. Importantly,
the structure of all Bureau schools remained flexible; individuals could
advance as rapidly as their competence warranted.'
In 1866 Bureau schools experienced phenomenal growth. By
February the number of schools-day, night, and Sabbath-had
increased to twenty-six, the number of teachers to fourteen, and students to 1,691. By May these figures increased approximately threefold,
to ninety-nine schools, fifty-three teachers, and 4,796 students. Such
statistics, however, overemphasized Bureau success because Sunday
school enumerations inflated the figures. Moreover, many students
attended both a regular school and Sabbath classes and were counted
twice in the totals. In July of 1866, Wheelock reported the following
figures to J. W. Alvord, the general superintendent of all Bureau
schools: seventy-two schools, forty-three teachers, and 4,365 students.
At the same time, excluding Sunday school statistics, in his report to
the new Assistant Commissioner of Texas,· J. B. Kiddoo, the superintendent divulged these tolals: twenty-five schools, twenty-five teachers,
and 1,013 students. Nevertheless, the Texas enumerations compared
favorably with those of most other southern· states. Bureau schools in
Georgia, for example, had a higher enrollment than those in Texas,
but schools in Horida, Arkansas, and Alabama had fewer students.'
Wheelock was so pleased with the progress that he persuaded his
superiors to forego custom and maintain schools throughout the sum-

mer." But a cholera epidemic and the need for more black labor
caused enrollment to decline and forced many schools to close. In
September Wheelock reported that he maintained only thirty-eight
schools, with twenty-three teachers and an enrollment of 1,679. Yet
by October schools began to revive, and the superintendent informed
Alvord that totals had increased to forty-five schools, thirty-four
teachers, and 2,462 students."
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To encourage more rapid expansion, in January of 1867, General
Kiddoo experimented with a free school system. The $1.50 monthly
tuition fee that the Bureau previously had charge<l inhibited enrollment
because most black laborers earned only $10 or $12 per month. Like
Gregory, Kiddoo regarded the advancement of black education as a
prime responsibility and allowed teachers in Houston and Galveston
to drop tuition. Funds from the sale of confiscated property and gifts
from "local sources" allowed the assistant commissioner to replace his
teachers' lost income by paying them salaries of from $10 to $40 per
month. For the expected expansion, Kiddoo convinced Reverend J. R.
Shipherd, Secretary of the American Missionary Association, to furnish
more teachers and to pay $15 per month to supplement their Bureau
wages. Further, Kiddoo ordered sub-assistant commissioners across the
state to charge fees for examining labor contracts to increase the
Bureau's education fund: $1 for each employer and $.25 for each
freedman. The experiment succeeded. Enrollment in Galveston and
Houston increased. Complications arose, however, when freedmen in
other areas, hoping that the Bureau would establish free schools for
them, stopped paying tuition."
In late January General Charles Griffin replaced Kiddoo. Finding
Bureau funds insufficient to maintain, much less to expand, the free
school plan, Griffin reestablished the tuition system but reduced the
charge. He required families with one child in school to pay $.50 per
month, those with two, $.75, and those with more than two, $1.00
maximum. He waived fees for children of widows and for orphans.
To ease the financial worries of teachers, the general allowed them to
keep the tuition payments, while he continued to pay salaries of up to
$40 per month, less any monies contributed by benevolent societies."
Although Griffin's tuition system did not become as popular as
Kiddoo's, expansion continued. Two travelling agents, D. T. Allen,
assistant superintendent of Bureau schools, and G. T. Ruby, a Galveston sub-assistant commissioner, traversed the interior to organize new
schools. Griffin facilitated expansion by appointing more sub-assistant
commissioners for isolated, interior towns. He also allocated more
troops to the interior, thus offering protection to missionary teachers
who opened new schools. By June enrollment in day and night schools
reached a peak that would not be surpassed. Fifty-three teachers maintained fifty-five schools in forty-two locations and instructed 5,157
pupils. "
In July disaster struck the system. During the summer and early
fall, enrollment once again declined, and schools closed as demands
increased for black labor in the fields. A partial crop failure that limited
the earnings of Negroes compounded the problem. Although most
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teachers allowed blacks to continue in school even if they could not
pay fees, many parents, too proud to accept charity, withdrew their
children. An outbreak of yellow fever that spread inland to every town
within 150 miles of the coast also retarded enrollment and disabled
the teacher corps. Finally, the surplus funds controlled by the assistant
commissioner evaporated. Finding the Bureau short of money when
he assumed command in September of 1867, General J. J. Reynolds
discontinued payment of teachers' salaries. Denied a livable income,
many teachers closed their schools; those from the North frequently
returned home and increased the teacher shortage." Because of these
problems, only four schools functioned by September. Total attendance
dropped to 268 pupils. Sabbath instruction also declined, with only
160 blacks attending Sunday schools."
In the 1867-1868 term the education program slowly recovered
as ceaseless efforts by Bureau personnel resulted in the reopening of
many schools. Moreover, reports filed from 1868 to 1870 demonstrated
that a degree of stability finally had been reached. In July of 1868,
Wheelock informed Alvord that J ,558 students attended the thirtythree day and three night schools then functioning. Sunday schools
numbered twenty-seven with an enrollment of 2,148. By January of
1869, the totals increased to fifty-four teachers, fifty-seven day and
night schools, and 1,871 enrolled. Further, approximately 1,000 freedmen attended the twenty-four schools that submitted no regular reports
to Bureau officials. Ten months later, ninety teachers conducted ninetyfive day and night schools with 4,188 students attending."
As a result of congressional action, the Bureau withdrew from
Texas in July of 1870. That month, Alvord delivered his final report
to Congress. Statistics divulged the usual summer drop in enrollment,
but attendance remained higher than that of the previous summer.
Sixty-three teachers, who conducted fifty-three day and thirteen night
schools for 3,248 students, reported regularly. The proportion of pupils
who had advanced beyond the rudimentary level demonstrated the
effectiveness of the schools. Only 553 had to begin the term studying
the alphabet whereas 1,266 mastered "spell and read easy" lessons and
1,429 studied in advanced readers. Separate listings for other areas of
study included: geography, 1,019; arithmetic, ·1,355; writing, 1,710;
and "higher branches," 307. An estimated 1,500 additional students
attended the twenty-two day and night schools that did not report to
the Bureau.1>

Although the Bureau helped foster Negro education in Texas,
progress developed more slowly than supporters of blacks desired. The
reports of local agents demonstrated that Bureau officials never fully
met the needs of freedmen. In 1867 the agent at Tyler recommended
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the establishment of twenty-one schools in his sub-district, an area that
included five East Texas counties. Only one school regularly functioned
there, and it was disbanded in 1868. Moreover, the census of 1870
enumerated a black school age population of 88,638 in the state, but
of that group-aged five to eighteen--{)nly 4,189 or 4.7 percent attended
school. Comparatively, one study estimates that the Alabama Freedmen's Bureau reached more than II percent of that state's school aged
children. In Texas, out of 196,103 white children, 61,010 or 31 percent attended school, while more than 150,000 blacks ten or older still
could not read or write. ~
1

Myriad factors explained the Bureau's problems. Superintendent
Wheelock and his successors found a constant shortage of instructors
and supplies a limiting factor. For a totally effective system, schools
had to reach the 95 percent of the black population that remained
illiterate at the end of the Civil War, but this proved impossible. In a
partially successful effort to recruit teachers, Wheelock went to New
Orleans in late 1865 for a lengthy stay. Returning to Texas, he
announced that Louisiana had a supply of unemployed teachers.
Demand for their services, however, quickly absorbed the surplus. In
the Bureau's earliest educational efforts in the Galveston-Houston area,
observers pointed out that a teacher shortage remained chronic. From
1865 to 1870, parties interested in black education petitioned Bureau
officials to furnish more instructors, but even when other factors
encouraged the establishment of schools, often no teachers could be
recruited. In 1867 when the Bureau agent at Wharton asked headquarters to send him an instructor, he was told that "the demand for
teachers from all parts of the state greatly exceeds the supply and nonc
can be furnished from Galveston."" Other agents received similar
replies. n

In 1869 the blacks of Sabine Pass secured the use of a "good"
house for classes and convinced a local Bureau agent of their desire for
education, but he could find them no teacher." When parties from
Quitman, Coffeeville, Tyler, and Sherman wrote James McCleery,
superintendent of education for northwestern Louisiana and northeastern

Texas, he offered to supplement the salaries of instructors if they could
be found but added that his office could not meet 10 percent of the
demands for teachers. Out of exasperation, local agents usually took
the initiative, making their own independent search. From Tyler, an
agent corresponded with sources in New Orleans, but like most others,
he could not lure teachers to his sub-district."
When the Bureau managed to find teachers, it could not provide
them with supplies. In September of 1865, a Galveston teacher lamented
that he had 250 students and the largest Sabbath school in town, but
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no books, particularly elementary primers and advanced readers."
Such complaints remained constant during the five years of Bureau
activity in the state. Teachers requested but usually did without books,
newspapers, Bibles, and other supplies.';
The Bureau had no funds for construction of school buildings. It
could rent schoolrooms, however, and state officials usually approved
rent vouchers of $7 to $15 a month, depending on the quality of the
facility.'" In addition, following a policy allowed by General O. O.
Howard, national head of the Bureau, and extended to Texas by General Griffin, after March 1867 the superintendent of education could
allocate money for the "repair" of existing schools. Agents instructed
freedmen to secure title to some land and to erect a structure "however
crude" and deed it to a board of black trustees. Then the Bureau
would extend money for improvements if the number of Negroes in a
given area warranted it. From 1867 to 1870, officials apparently
allocated all money possible to sub-agents for construction, but the
average grant, which amounted to approximately $200, never met the
needs of the freedmen."
Many Bureau schools remained hopelessly inadequate because of
insufficient construction funds. Agents constantly complained that
schools needed repairs. Conducting classes in structures which could
only be described as "sheds," many teachers maintained that their
instruction would be more effective and that attendance would be higher
in better facilities. Although Marshall reportedly had the best school
facilities in North Texas during the 1868-1869 term, the local agent
asserted that the school building was "calculated to keep children
away," with the effects of its "miserable condition" felt most keenly
in the winter because it afforded "insufficient" shelter. Some teachers
lacked facilities altogether. A Harrisburg instructor held classes in his
own home; in Wallisville, Chambers County, another teacher conducted
a school out of doors, in a grove of trees.
H

The Bnreau received some aid from benevolent societies. Although
invited into the state, many societies-such as the New York National
Freedmen's Relief Association, the Freedmen's and Union Association,
and the Maryland Union Commission-wanted to work in areas closer

to their headquarters and chose not to enter Texas. The Peabody
Foundation remained notably absent, despite the hopes of Bureau
officials. Between 1868 and 1872, this agency spent approximately
$445,400 to further black education in the South, but because of
unsettled conditions in Texas, its only grant to the state came in 1870
when it awarded San Antonio $1,000 for the establishment of a free
school for blacks and underprivileged whites."
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Other societies such as the American Bible Society, the African
Methodist Church, the Freedman's Aid Society of the Northern Methodist Episcopal Church, and the American Missionary Association contributed more significantly to black education in Texas. As one of their
earliest functions, these societies sent Bibles and hymn books to freedmen in care of Bureau agents, hoping ultimately to place them in the
hands of all Negroes who wanted them. Benevolent groups also
furnished textbooks to schools whenever possible, but the associations
could not meet all demands. Teachers such as Sarah Barnes of Galveston constantly requested more materials only to be turned down. Serious
problems in instruction resulted, with both preachers and teachers
being handicapped by shortages. Sometimes freedmen petitioned Bureau
agents for a Bible or hymn book--one not just for a family but for an
entire school or congregation.
3Q

In addition to their attempts to furnish books to Bureau schools,
benevolent agencies also helped alleviate the teachers shortago. Working
closely with state Bureau officials, the aid societies furnished the
majority of white teachers for black schools. In September of 1865,
for example, teachers recruited by the African Methodists opened
Houston's first Negro school, an achievement marred only by the complaints of native whites who said that the teachers taught young blacks
to love northern soldiers. The ever-present American Missionary
Association proved the most successful recruiting agency. The association sought teachers from throughout the United States, offering to pay
their transportation expenses and to supply them with all available
materials if they would move to Texas. Further, in 1866 as part of its
agreement with Kiddoo, the association began paying up to $15 per
month as a supplement to the salary of its teachers. Recruiting drives
apparently proved most successful in the Old Northwest, the home of
a majority of teachers who came into the state. Although they entered
the state later than the association, the Freedmen's Aid Society and the
Methodist Episcopal Missionary Society also became prominent suppliers of teachers and helped establish schools."
Native Anglos criticized their motives and their character, but
most missionary teachers were devoted Christians dedicated to helping
blacks overcome the limitations of slavery and reach their full potential
as free men. Unlike most native whites, missionaries, not influenced by
southern customs and traditions, had a more positive-if in some cases
paternalistic-attitude toward Negroes. They believed in the educability
of their charges. With their reports usually stressing the progress that
their students made, missionaries attacked their jobs with zeal and willingly complied with schedules that demanded day, evening, and Sabbath
instruction. Some Bureau agents believed that the drive of northern
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teachers-supported, of course, by freedmen who wanted an educationprovided the most important single explanation for what success Bureau
schools enjoyed. The industriousness of the teachers even impressed
some native whites, who asked missionaries to organize schools for
Anglos."
A few native whites, apparently guided by humanitarian motives,
helped the missionaries advance black education. Some Germans
established small classes or instructed freedmen individually. Resisting
pressure from the white community to ostracize Bureau personnel, other
German Unionists offered to board teachers and to help supply them.
Still others with Unionist sentiments helped establish schools. Wanting
to organize a free school for orphans and indigents, one group in Austin
subscribed a sum that supported a teacher and one assistant for six
months during 1867. In mid-1866 George Honey, assistant superintendent of education in Texas, began a drive to establish plantation
schools and thus reach rural blacks who lived too far from towns to
attend classes regularly. He found some planters willing to help. In
Brazoria County whites pledged more than enough land and money to
begin a school, leaving a surplus fund with which to build a black
church. Sometimes, northern teachers helped convince planters to
cooperate with the Bureau. Before leaving Brazoria County, Honey
persuaded a planter at Sandy Point to allow a school on his place. But
under

DO

circumstances, the planter swore, would he board a "Yankee B

teacher because he was sure she would be an old maid who would mind
"everybody's business but her own." Honey then took a handsome
young woman of the "Wesleyan persuasion" to meet the planter who
immediately took the girl into his family, gave her transportation anywhere, any time, and had a school built for her in seven days. Later,
planters at Savoy Point and Chances' Prairie in Brazoria also helped
Honey establish schools."
In other areas, Anglos, acting individually or through a local
church, also assisted the Bureau. In 1869 some whites in Harrison
County helped establish a black school on the Shreveport-Marshall
railroad at Wascum Station, a settlement of black workers and their
families which included 300 to 400 children. One Anglo deeded land
to the American Missionary Association, which in turn promised to
furnish a teacher and books for the school. Other planters attempted
to conduct classes for their workers, but often blacks withdrew from
such classes because "scolding" painfully reminded them of the old
master-slave relationship." Some white churches extended limited aid
to blacks by allowing free or rented usc of church space for schools.
Further, in areas of concentrated Mexican-American population, the
Catholic Church adopted a benevolent attitude toward Negroes. In
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Victoria the Catholic Church even allowed black girls to enter the
convent and to attend its school-in segregated classes. A white Baptist
church school in the same town also allowed freedmen to attend."
But aid extended to Negro education by white Texans proved the
exception rather than the rule.
Most whites remained hostile or indifferent to black schools. Even
societies or groups of people who, on cursory glance, appeared favorable
to black progress, showed little interest in Negro education. The native
white churches generally did little to help black schools. In their early
conventions, leaders of various sects piously acknowledged that Christians had a duty to uplift the ex-slaves, but such pronouncements proved
more illusionary than real." Sometimes local churches led the opposition to black education. In Austin former slave members of the First
Methodist Church organized a school which met in the basement of the
church building without the permission of the white trustees. After
reviewing the situation, the trustees gave notice that the school could
not be resumed alter the Christtnas holidays. The freedmen, supported
by Bureau agent George Honey, lodged a claim against the trustees for
$600, the cstimated value of black time and money spent in the construction of the church. Whites refused to pay, and during protracted
negotiations that followed Negroes continued to use the basement.
The black school flourished, with the freedmen ultimately securing
the services of Fannie Campbell, a teacher recruited by the American
Missionary Association. By November of 1866, Campbell reported that
she had eighty-seven day students, forty night students, and 200 attending Sabbath classes. The more successful the school became the more
whites complained. Not only did the school become too independent
but Campbell conducted her Sunday classes while Anglos conducted
theirs. To force their trustees to do something about this new "problem," white church members took their children out of the Sunday
school. Trustees then ordered Campbell to hold her classes in the afternoon. She complied, and her Sabbath class suffered a drop in enrollment.
Still whites complained, fearing that afternoon classes would interfere
with Anglo meetings. The Bureau agent in Austin tried unsuccessfully
to soothe white feelings by assuring church leaders that Campbell would
enforce strict discipline. Ultimately, Anglos solved their problems by
making a compromise payment of $200 to secure removal of the Negro
school.
Like church leaders, native teachers in white schools did little to
advance black education but did much to retard it. The 1866 state
convention of teachers suggested that white Southerners aid Negro
education but only as a means of controlling the black system. At
subsequent conventions committee reports on education helped further
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white opposition by emphatically stressing the limited "mental and
moral capacity" of Negroes. Moreover, individuals instructing Anglos
sometimes greatly undermined black progress with their assumptions
of racial superiority and with their hostility toward freedmen. In July,
1867, the Bureau agent for Freestone, Limestone, and Navarro counties
charged that teachers in white schools compounded Bureau problems
by foisting upon students extreme anti-black sentiments and by belittling
Negro attempts to gain an education throughout his district."
Still committed to the doctrine of white supremacy, most Anglo
Texans agreed with the sentiments of church leaders and teachers. If
blacks received an education, they would become too independent, too
politically and socially aware, whites maintained. They then might upset
the "Southern way of life." Worse, Anglos asserted that Negro education would lead to mixed schools and then to complete integration and
social equality. Planters and other employers who had a direct economic
interest in black labor added that "moral and intellectual darkness"
represented the "natural" state of freedmen and also represented a
necessary condition if blacks were to be controlled as laborers and as
voters. IV
When whites realized that the Freedmen's Bureau, supported by
federal troops, intended to create a school system for Negroes, they
tended to focus on the question, "who will educate the blacks?" Because
Negro education carried important social, economic, and political
ramifications, the Anglo majority strongly objected to northern influences in the Bureau system. As early as September of 1865, whites
in Galveston bemoaned the fact that missionaries taught freedmen to
love the Union and Yankee soldiers. Later, Galveston newspaperman
Ferdinand Flake expressed this same complaint, arguing that northern
teachers gave blacks "foolish notions" and did not teach blacks proper
southern customs. Some people believed that the missionary teachers'
habit of teaching Negroes that they deserved the same rights as Anglos
encouraged racial hostility. The editor of the Harrison Flag likewise
disapproved of Yankee control but acknowledged that blacks needed
an education in order to become good citizens. Many whites, however,
could not agree with even the conservative editor of the Flag. They
enjoyed their social and economic status on a level above freedmen.
and they perceived that their status would be undermined if blacks
l'eceived an education. Moreover, on observing the relationship that
developed between white missionary teachers and Negroes-a relation.hip that necessitated frequent contact, including not only parental visits
to the schools but also teachers' visits to black homes-whites saw
their worst fears confirmed: black education stimulated social mixing."
Some Anglos feigued cooperation with the Bureau in order to limit
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northern influences on the freedmen. After the Reconstruction Acts of
1867 convinced whites that Negroes would become a political as well
as a social and economic "problem," some people, like Flake of Galveston, advised planters to found and maintain black schools and thereby
control both students and teachers. The editor of the Houston TriWeekly Telegraph openly urged native white support for black education
to prevent "scheming" radical Republicans from "manipulating" the
black vote." In April of 1867, the San Antonio Bureau agent reported
that Anglos in his sub-district took such advice by establishing two
schools for freedmen, not out of benevolence, he asserted, but to "draw
them away from the influence of government teachers.'''' Other agents
reported similar developments. In November of 1868, the sub-assistant
commissioner in Austin said that planters in his district intended to
hire Negro teachers and to open plantation schools. Blacks would
then attend school during the summer and winter and would work in
the spring and fall, with their teacher making an extra hand." Whites
would thus secure greater control over black labor by making sure that
school schedules did not interfere with planting and harvesting and
would certainly secure a greater degree of political and ideological
control by exercising a veto power over the teacher and over any
potentially dangerous ideas.
Only a minority of southern whites tried to control freedmen's
schools directly. Most simply opposed black education in any setting.
This opposition sometimes took peaceful forms but also involved
violence, including threats to students and instructors. Such acts created
an atmosphere of fear and suppression that, more than any other factor,
limited the expansion of Negro education. Because of this opposition,
by early 1866 Wheelock adopted the policy of encouraging Bureau
schools only in towns garrisoned by troops, in towns that could be
reached easily by soldiers, or in towns that at least served as headquarters for a Bureau sub-agent who presumably could control the white
community and offer some protection for the schools." Others agreed
that this was the only possible course of action. Even from federal
headquarters in Galveston, assistant superintendent of schools Gen<ge
Honey asserted that if Anglo teachers of Negroes lost their military
protection "not one of them could remain here 24 hours."" Without
protection, instructors could not establish schools in the interior; in
counties with large black populations, which in some cases formed
majorities, white fears tended to run even stronger and opposition to
black schools more severe. Near the end of the Bureau's activity in
Texas, most schools existed along the Gulf Coast or in the South Central
parts of the state. Only six Bureau schools functioned in northern and
northeastern Texas. The Bureau finally recognized its failure to reach
North Texas in 1869 when it allowed James McCleery, superintendent
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of education in northwestern Louisiana, to take jurisdiction over the
area north of the 32nd parallel."
From the beginning of Bureau activity in Texas, whites found nonviolent ways to slow the development of black schools. Many refused to
board or to associate with teachers. Most agents reported that only the
"loyal Germans" would quarter missionaries in the towns where the

Bureau established its schools. With the exception of some clergymen,
most whites considered it a disgrace for members of their race to teach
Negroes. Once missionaries committed this "sin," they "lost caste" and

became "no better" than blacks." Unable to tolerate the examples of
social mixing that Bureau schools stimulated, Anglos completely
ostracized the missionaries. "My daughters are not able to get schools
among whites," complained a white citizen of Goliad in 1873, "because
they have taught the colored."" From Galveston, in early 1866, George
Honey reported that his teachers were "entirely cut loose from all
society save that of blacks.''''

In Houston Bureau teachers staunchly supported their local
churches, but not even their white ministers would visit them. Respected
ladies of the churches avoided them as well. Further, merchants in
many areas used economic pressure against black schools, refusing to
supply either the teachers or the schools. White property owners
extended this economic warfare by refusing to sell, or even to rent, space
for Bureau schools. When Honey escorted two teachers into the "interior" to organize a school, he found no one willing to lodge them or to
rent a building for a school. Bureau agents in Austin managed to purchase a lot for a school but only under false pretenses. In Halletteville
the first Bureau teacher found that she had to stay at the "German"
hotel because no one else would board her. Shc needed a soldier escort
to and from school every day because she rcceived daily insults and
threats. so

As the Bureau expanded into North and East Texas, agents
reported that worse conditions existed there, away from concentrations
of troops, than in Coastal and Central Texas. In 1867 the agent in
charge of Jefferson, Rusk, Harrison, Marion, Panola, and Upshur
counties assertcd that combinations of men who "violently" opposed
black education inhibited expansion of schools in his district. They
pressured other Anglos, who were afraid not to join their "conspiracy."

In this East Texas district a school functioned only in Marshall near a
military garrison." In 1869 McCleery toured North Texas and found
it worse than any other area he had seen because the government
stationed fewer troops there. Hoping to influence a change of white
attitudes, he made special appeals to Anglo ministers, an important

segment of southern society, but he could only report that while some
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agreed to help him, most ignored him, and a few promised to tar and
feather him. In disgust he concluded that "a good healthy earthquake
would ... be beneficial to many communities in this quarter.""
Believing that removal of teachers would lead to the collapse of
Bureau schools, in many towns a minority of whites attacked the
reputations of female missionaries. In letter-writing campaigns to
various authorities, Anglos charged that teachers undermined community morality by behaving in the most shameful manner with men.
Complaints reached such a voluminous level in 1867 that J. R. Shipherd,
Secretary of the American Missionary Association, asked General Griffin
to investigate." In all cases, charges against the teachers proved false,
but even false accusations undermined their positions in the community.
This sometimes led to the result desired by whites.
In 1868 Julia and Mary O'Connor opened a freedmen's school
in Georgetown. They found quarters at the local boarding house, but
soon other residents began moving out. This economic pressure forced
the owner to expel the two women. Opposed by a hostile white community, the O'Connors had no choice but to take room and board witIl
a black family. Henceforth, insults and threats increased in frequency,
forcing the teachers to ask for Bureau protection. The deputy sheriff
of Williamson County, J. Harry Johnson, finally precipitated a crisis.
Reportedly, he was "sweet" on Julia, but she rejected his advances.
One night, the heartbroken Johnson got drunk and awoke the town
with his ravings as he went to Julia's house. There he threatened all
inside with bodily harm and implied that the girl had certain deficiencies
of character. Later at his trial, a sober deputy alternately cried and
apologized for his behavior, but the damage was done. After Johnson's
outbursts, a drunken reprobate spread the rumor that the O'Connor
sisters engaged in sexual relations with almost anyone, anywhere, any
time and that they particularly fancied local Negroes and Yankee
soldiers, whites and blacks alike. Although the charges held no truth,
the mental anguish the teachers suffered and continuing white hostility
accomplished what many Anglos wanted-by December the school
closed." Whites doubtless failed to see the irony of the incident. They,
like Anglos throughout the state, first denied housing to the women and
ostracized them, thus forcing them to associate only with black people.
This example of "social mixing" further enraged the whites, causing
them to increase their opposition to Bureau schools.
Usually the presence of troops retarded violent acts, but not always.
The army assigned infantry to the interior, but they proved too immobile
to patrol large sub-districts that sometimes included four or five counties. Galveston, the headquarters for Bureau and army operations in
Texas, also suffered early disturbances. In May of 1866, Michael Cahill
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and three other Anglos threatened to "clean out the Negro school" in
their section of town, but a schoolmaster and his black helper, Madison
Symington, stopped them. Offended that a black man had the audacity
to oppose him, Cahill later caught Symington and assaulted him. The
Bureau court tried Cahill-who pled guilty-fined him $50, and
sentenced him to thirty days in jail. But such action only encouraged
more white resistance." In 1867 Anglos burned black schoolhouses
in Callan Gin, Waco, and Brenham, all towns with army garrison.
Respectable white citizens often led the assaults. The Bureau agent at
Callan Gin alleged that a white justice of the peace organized the party
that burned the school there and then tried to blame a freedman for
the fire.... When Anglos closed a black school in Corsicana by driving
the black teacher out of the county, the local Bureau agent could do
nothing because his infantry could only protect the headquarters and
its immediate environs. In Boston, Bowie County, two whites armed
with shotguns confronted a Bureau agent, threatening to "shoot his
head off' because he had organized a Sabbath school for Negroes and
was then helping them construct a school building."
In 1868 the attacks continued. Events in Tyler demonstrated the
necessity of maintaining troops in the interior and the impossibility of
controlling the Anglo populace when troops were absent. As a result
of Bureau expansion under General Griffin in 1867, Tyler became the
headquarters of a sub-district which included Smith, Henderson, Wood,
Van Zandt, and Cherokee counties. With four companies of soldiers
comprising 179 men stationed there, relatively little trouble between
the races occurred in Tyler. The first Bureau agent organized a school.
At various times, either he or freedmen maintained two or three others
in the "country," depending on the season and the finances of the black
community. As crisis resulted when the army withdrew the troops in
early 1868, however, leaving the new agent, Gregory Barrell, Jr., and
the freedmen to the mercy of the white community then led by former
mayor F. D. Crow.
Given to frequent anti-black tirades, Crow focused on the freedmen's schools in which blacks ostensively encountered inflammatory
ideas about equality. If Tyler's whites needed proof that black education
would "upset the southern way of life," they received it in June. Chil-

dren on the way to teacher Mary Stripling's class refused to give way
to whites whom they met on a town sidewalk because they would dirty
their clothes if they walked in the dusty road. Anglos refused to understand the children's motives and saw only "nppity niggers" who, after
being indoctrinated by a northern teacher, tried to rise above "caste."
For two consecutive days, infuriated whites attacked pupils on the way
to school, beating them with clubs and stoning them. Afraid that whites
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would kill the children, Stripling temporarily suspended the Bureau
school.
Encouraged by this success, the Anglos went completely out of
control. White harangues convinced the teacher that they intended to
bum her school. Crow threatened both Stripling and Barrett, claiming
that he would personally tear down the "damned Nigger school." When
Barrett threatened to arrest Crow and others of his ilk, Crow defied
him to do so. After freedmen told the agent that strong action on his
part would heighten the race war-whites being determined to kill all
Yankees and blacks if necessary-Barrett decided to do nothing until
the arrival of twenty of the one hundrcd troops he had requested from
Marshall. Afterwards, Barrett remained so afraid of local civil war
that he made no arrests. The new garrison of soldiers proved large
enough to protect the agent and the teacher, who reopened her school.
But twenty men could protect only Tyler. The countryside and other
towns in the district remained rebellious, and the agent found it difficult
to maintain any other schools. In late 1868, when Washington began
to "phase out" the Bureau and dissolved the sub-district, the Tyler
school collapsed."
Similar events occurred in the neighboring sub-district, which
included Harrison, Marion, Panola, Rusk, Jefferson, and Upshur
counties but contained only one company of soldiers, stationed in
Marshall. Earlier, in 1867 the agent reported on the white hostility to
black education. Even protected by troops, only a German would board
white teachers. Despite opposition, however, the Bureau slowly
expanded its educational facilities, assuming supervision of two schools
in the Jelferson area and supporting a freedman who opened a school
outside Marshall. But in July of 1868, violence occurred. Absence
of troops allowed whites in Jefferson to break up the schools there and
to send Bureau teachers "fleeing for their lives." Anglos also attackcd
the "country" school outside Marshall and forced the black teacher to
seek military protection. At the end of July, a new agent disgustedly
reported that the only school left in the entirc district was the one
receiving military support. Later reports indicated that while bowing
to direct military pressure, Marshallites continued to seethe about the
black school that still functioned in their town."
From other areas of the state reports on the disruption of school
flooded the assistant commissioner's office. I.n June whites in Anderson
County turned against a one-armed ex-Confederate soldier because he
started a freedman's school. In July the burning of yet another freedman's school prompted General Reynolds to offer a reward of up to
$500 for information leading to the conviction of such arsonists. In
Richmond, Anglos "solved" their "probiem" by violently assaulting the
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freedmen's white teacher in the yard of his own home. Warned that
he had until the end of the term to resign, the instructor dutifully
obeyed."
Sometimes, local Ku Klux Klan organizations perpetrated violence
against black schools. Freedwoman Clarissa Scales reported that "after
freedom," "old man Tilden" conducted classes for Negroes in an old
log cabin on Williamson Creek, about five miles south of Austin. But
"Kluxers" visited the school, scared the children, and told Tilden to
get out and to stay away "from them niggers." In May of 1868, the
Klan made its debut in Clarksville and celebrated by attacking a "school
party." Continued harrassment ultimately forced the teacher to leave
the area." Bureau officials held the Klan responsible for burning the
black school at Kaufman in 1869 and for running all freedmen out of
town. Most agents, however, blamed not only the Klan for such violent
acts but also respectable white citizens who supported the organization.
As Bureau work in Texas drew to a close, agents still reported widespread violence against freedmen's schools. In one of his last reports,
Superintendent Welch dejectedly admitted that teachers still needed
military protection. The latest outrage, Welch said, occurred in
Gonzales where a teacher, on closing his night school, found himself
attacked by five or six white men who beat him and thrcw him in the
river. In another attack Anglos in Henderson County tarred and
feathered a teacher and warned him to leave the county, which he did
at once.~2
Continuing white violence or threats of violence always retarded
progress in black education and affected withdrawal of Bureau support
from some areas. In mid-1870 McCleery granted $200 to the freedmen
of Paris to build a school. After he allocated the money, the army
removed the troops then in Paris. McCleery then cancelled the grant,
holding that without military protection "the friends of our cause are
powerless" and that "if we erect a house there it will certainly be
burned."" Thus the Bureau encountered many obstacles in its path.
Yet, during Reconstruction black education progressed to some extent.
Through the Freedmen's Bureau, the federal government facilitated
expansion of Negro schools, but evaluations of the Bureau's educational
work in Texas have varied. In 1869 the National Republican asserted

that the school program of the state was in a hopeless situation, but
Joseph Welch, superintendent of the schools for Tcxas since 1868,
vigorously defended his office, citing comparative enrollment statistics
for 1867 and 1869 to demonstrate Bureau success. But after Barnas
Sears, agent for the Peabody Foundation, toured the state in 1869, he
disappointedly recommended to his superiors that the Peabody directors
forestall any work in Texas until authorities brought lawlessness -under
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control." Calling Welch's domain "the darkest field educationally in
the United States" in 1870, Commissioner O. O. Howard asserted that
after five years of work far too many hlack Texans remained ignorant
because of the undermanned and underfinanced nature of the Bureau's
educational system. ~s
Revicwing the accomplishments of the Bureau, historians have
tended to be more sympathetic than Sears or Howard. One team of
scholars who authored a standard textbook on Texas history remained
generally critical of Bureau activities in the state but acknowledged the
"salutary effect" of the schools in uplifting the freedmen. o' Another
historian, Claude Elliott, praised the Bureau's education program,
certainly not as a widesweeping success but as a beginning. The Bureau,
he pointed out, at least establisbed "some schools" and sped white
acceptance of black education." Henry Allen Bullock stressed the
Bureau's contributions. lis programs began the institutionalizing of the
freedmen's education and represented an acculturation factor, exposing
Negroes to white middle class values-religion, temperance, "conventional" behavior-on a mass basis." Although the Bureau maintained
more schools in states with larger black populations, it remained no
small accomplishment that more than 4,000 attended freedmen's schools
in the state in 1870. When the agency withdrew from Texas, it left
behind 20,000 literate blacks.
White opposition remained a major limitation to black education
throughout Reconstruction. Although some Anglos conceded that
blacks needed an education to become "good" citizens, they objected
to any type of education that would implant ideas of equality in the
minds of Negroes. In some areas violence against schools abated only
when whites either gained control over Negro institutions or when they
became convinced that they had shown blacks "their place" and that
there remained no danger that Negroes would, through education,
become "uppity." Despite limitations, however, schools remained
important to the black community as it struggled to overcome the
legacies of slavery and Reconstruction. And the Freedmen's Bureaualong with benevolent societies-helped establish those early schools.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
The 1980 Fal1 meeting of the Association convened on September
26 with an especial1y memorable program by Jere Jackson (Stephen
F. Austin State University) on "Dietrich Anton Wilhelm Rulfs, 18481926: Master Architect of Nacogdoches." The Friday evening session
was held in the Zion Hill Baptist Church, which Rulfs designed, and
later members and guests moved to Dr. and Mrs. Jackson's home for
a reception. The Saturday morning sessions attracted 106 registrants.
Session II,

•

•

~'Life

in the Oil Fields," featured an oral history presentation

by Bobby H. Johnson (Stephen F. Austin State University) entitled
"Scenes from an Oil Field." Johnson's presentation was partially
illustrated by drawings and paintings by Mrs. Charlotte Baker Montgomery which eventually will be houscd at the oil industry museum in
Kilgore. Carol Cox (UT at Tyler) presented a paper entitled "Sis
Dickerson; East Texas Law Enforcement Agent" on the same session.
Meanwhile, a concurrent session on Federal Projects in East Texas was
chaired by Keith McFarland (East Texas State University) which
featured papers by D. Clayton Brown (Texas Christian University) on
"The Trinity River Canal" and by Michael G. Wade (Mississippi County
Community College, Blytheville, Arkansas) on "The Woodlake Community." Following a mid-morning break two additional sessions convened. One, chaired by James V. Reese (Stephen F. Austin State
University) concerned Civil Rights in Texas. It featured papers by
James Smallwood (Oklahoma State University) on "Lyndon B. Johnson
and Civil Rights" and by J. Herschel Barnhil1 (Oklahoma State University) on "Brooks Hays and Civil Rights." At the same time a session
on Convict Labor in Texas was chaired by Herman L. Crow. At this
session T. Michael Parrish (Austin) discussed "The Texas Convict Lease
System," and Donald R. Walker (Texas Tech University) presented a
paper on "The Mineola Convict Labor Camp."
President Frank Smyrl presided at the Association luncheon. Ruth
Byrd Winfrey of Austin presented a paper of "The Texas Centennial."
Howard Martin of Houston received the C. K. Chamberlain Award for
the best article to appear in Volume XVII of the Journal. In the business session which followed the luncheon Marion Holt of Lamar University was elected Presidcnt of the East Texas Historical Association

•

for 1980-1981. Max Lale of Marshall was elected First Vice-President,

and Irvin May of Texas A&M University was named Second VicePresident. J. Milton Nance and John C. Britt were elected to terms
on the Board of Directors. A constitutional amendment providing for
the immediate past president to serve a one year tefm as a member
of the Board of Directors was passed and made effective as of that
date. The number of directors was increased to nine.
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The Virginia Museum has received a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities to support research in preparation for
a traveling exhibition on Painting in the South; the show is scheduled
to open in Richmond in September, 1983. The exhibition and catalog
will present not only a survey of thc stylistic developments of painting
in the South, but also a statement about the social, economic and historical factors unique to the South that affected and supported the
region's painting heritage. The Museum solicits information on Southern
painters and on works that depict Southern subjects in both public and
private collections. They include East Texas in the "South," so anyone
who has information on an East Texas painter should contact Susan
E. Strickler, Special Projects Director, Virginia Museum, Boulevard
and Grove Avenue, Richmond, Virginia, 23221.
Southern Historical Art (2100 Grayson Valley Drive, Birmingham,
Alabama, 35235) announces an "artistic chronology" of the "War
Between the States." Scenes dipicted promise to present accurately the
historical event involved. Persons interested in subscribing to the series
should contact Robert R. Hardy at the above address.
The Institute of Texas Cultures (Box 1226, San Antonio, Texas,
78294) received a grant from the Piper Foundation to develop a traveling trunk program, "Texas Indians Who Lived in Houses." Monies
from this grant went to research, acquired artifacts, and develop study
aids for the exhibit. Teachers or libraries interested in booking the
exhibit should contact the Institute.
The Sam Rayburn Library of Bonham (Box 309, 75418) has
inaugurated a newsletter to inform the public of its resources and programatic activities. Persons interested in receiving it should write the
Library.
The Civil War Press Corps (P. O. Box 461, Martin, Tennessee,
38237) extends an invitation to interested persons who wish to make
sure that THE War is reported accurately in newspapers, radio, television and in public discussions. They are interested in folks who favor
either side in the Late-Unpleasantness. Membership costs $8 for the
first year, $5 thereafter. This earns you a handsome membership card
and a monthly newsletter.
If you think an ancestor is buried in Leon County, Texas, but
you don't know where, the Leon County Genealogical Society may be
able to help you. They will check THE LEON COUNTY CEMETERY
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RECORDS for a fee of $1 per name and a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. Persons wishing to have the records checked should send
their queries to Cherie Hopkins, P. O. Box 333, Buffalo, Texas, 75831.

We received the following communication from Senator Lloyd
Bentsen:
Dear Friends:
As you may be aware, the Federal tax incentives for historic
preservation have proved to be most popular and effective. According
to estimates by the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service, the
relatively small revenue loss due to these provisions has averaged about
$813 million in private investment in historic preservation.
These provisions are rapidly growing in popularity and in use.
However, they are scheduled to expire in 1981, and under the law all
work must be completed before the expiration date in order to be eligible
for this favorable tax treatment. Due to the long lead times required to
properly plan and carry out delicate restoration work on historic buildings, failure to act quickly will curtail many top-flight projects.
In order to correct this problem, I have introduced legislation to
extend all of these provisions, including both incentives to rehabilitate
certified historic structures and disincentives to prevent their destruction,
through 1986. This bill, S. 2881, is being co-sponsored by 14 other
Senators.
Knowing of your active interest in the historic preservation effort,
I wanted to call this bill to your attention and ask your support for it.
Grass-roots efforts throughout the country are the most effective form
of support, and your efforts will aid greatly in the passage of this valuable legislation.
Sincerely,
Lloyd Bentsen.

Finally, the Association's members are saddened by the loss of

two good friends. Lois Williams Parker, a member of the Board of
Directors, died on February 23, 1980, and former President Robert C.
Cotner died on September 23, 1980. George Briggs, minister of the
Spindletop Unitarian Church of Beaumont prepared the Memorial for
Lois Parker, and James V. Reese wrote a remembrance of Robert C.
Cotner.
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Lois Williams Parker
Lois Williams Parker, who died on February 23, 1980, was a
gracions daughter of the south and a citizen of the world. The range
of her interests and sympathies was seen in her membership in organizations as diverse as the Texas Folklore Society and the United Nations
Association. Lois was influenced by many sensitive thinkers, one of
whom was Albert Schweitzer. It is my understanding that Lois applied
Schweitzer's principle of "Reverence for Life" with fewer exceptions
than Schweitzer allowed for himself.
Lois' integrity was embodied in her work as a researcher. She
was never satisfied just to have a striking quotation. She always wanted
to know the context. On more than one occasion when I had used a
quotation in a sermon, Lois asked for the citation, so she could "look
it up" for herself.
Lois was intensely proud of her family. The foreign students who
enjoyed her hospitality over the years were also part of her family, and
she loved them deeply. I have never known a more loyal person than
Lois. She was loyal to her ideals, but most of all she was loyal to her
family and friends. Her senSe of family and friends was one with her
sense of history.
Lois had travelled widely and seen much of the world. She had
hoped to see more of it. Yet, even though her life was cut short, it
was a full life. The courage Lois displayed strengthened all of us who
knew her. Throughout her life, Lois Williams Parker had a wonderful
way of passing her enthusiasm on to others. We continue to share
those enthusiasms.

Robert C. Cotner
Dr. Robert C. Cotner, who died on September 23, 1980, was a
long and devoted member of the East Texas Historical Association.
Born in Cleveland, Ohio, on November I, 1906, he came to Texas as
a young mao, received his undergraduate training at Baylor, went back

north for a master's from Brown, and completed his academic training
at Harvard where he was awarded the Ph.D. He taught in high schools
in Texas for several years, served as history professor and dean of men
at Henderson State and Stetson Universities before moving to the University of Texas in Austin in 1940. He remained on that faculty for
over thirty-five years. During those years he also taught summer
sessions at the Universities of Virginia and Kentucky.
Dr. Cotner's contributions as a scholar were many. His monumental biography of Governor James Hogg filled a fundamental gap in
this state's history and left not only us but also generations of scholars
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to come in his debt. He carefully edited Hogg's state papers, a volume
on urban development in modern Texas and another on the state
capitol. He also was co-editor of several editions of a most successful
book of readings for use in the college American history survey courses.
He was a dedicated scholar. I once heard his wife observe that for a
quarter century she lived with two men-Bob and Hogg.
He was also a dedicated member of our guild. In addirion to his
active memberships in the national associations, Bob was a pillar in
state and regional groups. Most noteworthy, it seems to me, was his
willingness to help this group and its West Texas counterpart, when
many of his fellow "professionals" looked the other way.
Dr. Cotner was a fine teacher. He entered the classrooms always
prepared. Questions received careful consideration and, no matter how
inane, a courteous response. He found time to consult with students,

regardless of whether they were freshmen or graduates. He had a way
of finding a kind word of praise for even the most hopeless of his charges
to soften his honest criticism. Bob was especially effective with those
students whose academic status was marginal, helping them work
through their problems and get back on the road to academic success.
But perhaps most important, Bob was a friend. Always a gentleman, he extended friendship even to those with whom he disagreed. If
you were on campus and needed a ride, drop by that cluttered office
in Garrison Hall, and he would provide it. If you were in Austin on
research and your typewriter broke down, Bob would find you one to
use. There are few of us who knew him who did not profit from his
kind consideration of others. We, and the world, are better for his
having been here. We will miss him, more than we know, I fear.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Ben K. Green:
Him. By
Flagstaff,
Index. p.

A Descriptive Bibliography of Writings by and about
Charles A. Wilson. (Northland Press, P. O. Box N,
Arizona 86001), 1977. Photographs, Illustrations,
158. $10.50

Ben K. Green fans, bibliographers, and book dealers all have been
aided tremendously by the compilation and comments of Rohert A.
Wilson in Ben K. Green: A Descriptive Bibliography of Writings by
and about Him. Few if any of Green's published words have slipped
past Wilson, who has been just as careful in his descriptions. From
The International Quarter Horse Tally Book, a periodical which Green
edited and for which he wrote, to The Color of Horses, a book-length
work believed to be the one of which Green was proudest, Wilson
moves chronologically, detailing each edition and printing with great
precision. Fortunately the compiler frequently steps over' what he
defines as the bounds of a "true bibliographer" and provides comments
both personal and perceptive, adding considerably to the value of litis
bibliography.
Besides the technical aspects of Green's writings, Wilson touches
on a number of the colorful controversies that go hand-in-hand with
Ben K. Green-the question of his academic and scientific training, how
true-to-life his stories actually are, how more than one story purported
to be new had actually appeared in print before, and some sloppy
counting in at least one "limited edition." (This reviewer has himself
seen one yet unnumbered copy of a limited edition for sale in the book
section of a well known department store!) Rest assured, the biographer
of Ben K. Green, should there ever be one, will have an opportunity to
deal with even more controversies, but he or she should note well the
skill with which the bibliographer Wilson has dealt with those sensitive
questions related to Green as a writer and horseman.
From this bibliography, the reader can determine even the minutest
qualities and differences in various editions and printings of Green's
works, from changcs in bindings and dust jackets to typographical
errors. Sometimes Wilson comments on current prices buyers are paying
for certain items, from the Scarce and classic work, The Shield Mares,
to the rising cost of Horse Tradin', now in its fourteenth printing; the
first printing sold originally for $5.95 and now goes for $50, while the
fourteenth printing sells in the bookstores for $7.95-supposedly the
effect of inflation, but just as likely a measure of what the publisher
feels the market will bear.
The sections of the work dealing with articles about Green and
his obituaries are naturally not as thorough as the one dealing with his
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works. Wilson catalogs the pieces that got the widest circulation, but
there is little hope of his being exhaustive in such a search. Both
sections will aid any future biographer, but as Wilson warns again and
again, care should be taken not to believe everything written about
Green, especially in his obituaries.
This bibliography is available not only in the trade edition as cited
above but also in a "deluxe edition ... limited to 100 specially bound,
numbered, and slipcased copies signed by the author and induding a
previously unpublished story by Dr. Ben K. Green." The previously
unpublished story, "Ben Green's Indian Blanket," presumably as told
to and remembered by the compiler, remains unfinished as a result of
Green's death, but it is a story well worth reading and perhaps even
paying the extra money for the deluxe edition, even if the "new" story
is but four pages long.
In the end, Green is always judged a fabulous yam-spinner and
writer. He is acclaimed as an important writer of regional material,
and his popularity has caused his work to be translated into numerous
languages for sale abroad and printed in. braille and sound recorded
for the deaf. Some of his works will long be in print, and others in
great demand while out-of-print. People who knew Ben K. Green firsthand will always be the ones most interested in him and his works, but
generations to come will surely want to search out his works if they
read only a little of Wilson's fine effort.
Frank H. Smyrl
The University of Texas at Tyler
Hispanic Culture in the Southwest. By Arthur L. Campa. (The University of Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp Avenue, Norman, Oklahoma
73069), 1979. Photographs, Maps, Notes, Bibliography, Index.
p. 316. $25.00
The late Dr. Campa has written a popular treatment of the American Southwest. The book is well documented and contains a good
bibliography. Ample illustrations, primarily maps and photographs,
provide the reader added insight to the Southwest and its past.
The book utilizes an interdisciplinary approach to trace the development of Hispanic culture from conquistadors to the present. Campa
shows how Hispanos who were remote from the population centers of
Mexico were able to develop a distinctive folk culture while retaining
their Spanish heritage.
These borderlands, on the periphery of the Spanish Empire, were
often-neglected and underpopulated. The author surveys the wide range
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of indigenous peoples who inhabited the area prior to the arrival of the
Spaniards. Coronado's conquering expedition ushered in three-hundred
years of Spanish-Mexican exploration, conquest, and assimilation.
Campa analyzes the history and differing cultures of each modern-day
state in the Southwest, pointing out correctly the regional variations
among the states owing to differing climate, topography, and presence
of seminomadic tribes. However, while local conditions varied, certain
features of Hispanic culture remained common to all.
With Mexican independence, Hispanic culture continued to flourish
but underwent noticeable variations. This brief period of Mexican
political domination was followed by the Mexican War and American
annexation of the Southwest. American political and cultural domination proved a mixed blessing for the Hispanos. Once dominant, but
now overwhelmed by sheer numbers and isolated in separate enclaves
from the Anglo majority, the Hispanos gradually were reduced to the
status of second-class citizens. Under such circumstances, linguistic,
cultural, and religious ties assumed paramount importance in holding
the Hispano communities together. However, the dominant Anglo
culture did make inroads, and a gradual acculturation to American life
diminished the contrasts between cultures.
The post World War II period witnessed the beginning of a new
upward mobility for the Hispanos. This process has been considerably
hastened by the nation's largest minority demanding not only a better
life, but the belated recognition of Hispanic ethnic pride and culture.
Campa also examines contrasts in Hispanic and American cultures and
analyzes Hispanic progress in the attainment of their goals.
Richard B. Chardkoff
Northeast Louisiana University
Africans and Creeks: From the Colonial Period to the Civil War.
By Daniel F. Littlefield, Jr. (Greenwood Press, 51 Riverside
Avenue, Wesport, Connecticut 06880), 1979. Photographs, Maps,
Index. p. 286. $22.50.
Southeastern Indians Since the Removal Era. Edited by Walter L.
Williams.. (University of Georgia Press, Waddell Hall, Athens,
Georgia 30602), 1979. Photographs, Bibliography, Index.
p. 253. $18.50 cloth; $6.00 paper.
The Apaches: Eagles of the Southwest. By Donald E. Worcester.
(University of Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp Avenue, Norman,
Oklahoma 73069), 1979. Photographs, Notes, Bibliography,
Maps, Index. p. 389. $15.95.
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The publication of new books about American Indians continues
at a pace paralleled by few other topics in American history. While
many of these recent books merely duplicate earlier treaties, some have
opened original avenues of investigation and have helped channel further
research efforts into these fertile areas. Two of the books under consideration fit into the latter category and the third publication offers
the best historical overview of an Indian group about whom much has
been written.
Daniel Littlefield, already recognized for his earlier works on the
nineteenth century relationship between blacks and members of the
Seminole and Cherokee nations, now turns his allention toward the
interaction between slaves and the Creek peoples. Through use of
extensive archival and published sources, Littlefield demonstrates that
during the late colonial period the Creeks of Georgia and Alabama had
only minimal contact with runaway slaves, but the chaos of the American Revolution changed this as many Carolina slaves fled to the
Southern frontier. The Creeks gradually developed a system of slavery
which by the 1830s resembled the "peculiar institution" established by
neighboring whites. Throughout this transitional period the slavery
issue played a major role in tribal development and it contributed to
the splintering process between Red Stick and White Stick factions during 1813. Slaves followed their Creek masters to Indian Territory
during the Removal Era of the 1830s and many of these masters willingly joined the Confederate States of America three decades later.
Despite the unusual severity of their slave code, Creeks displayed less
racial animosity toward blacks than did other southeastern tribes, and
they somewhat helped safeguard the rights of these freedmen during
Reconstruction.

,

The Creek removal to Indian Territory was duplicated many times
as the various southeastern tribes were dispossessed and driven along
numerous Trails of Tears to their present locations. Much has been
written about these epic journeys and the later development of the
Oklahoma tribes, but the remnants of those groups who remained in
their original homelands have been overlooked. Walter Williams has
attempted to correct this oversight by compiling the articles of ten
scholars to show that several tribes not only stayed in the southeast, but

have maintained viable cultures in the face of intense pressures. These
groups-including the Cherokee, Tunica, Lumbee, Houma, Catawba,
Creek, Choctaw, Seminole and several fragmentary tribes in Virginiastruggled throughout the nineteenth century to maintain their Indian
identities in the face of white attempts to lump them together under a
broader and more despised racial category of "colored." During the
twentieth century each of these groups has successfully won federal
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recognition, as weIl as the treaty rights and benefits which accrue from
this recognition. Williams' concluding chapter summarizes the findings
of the various authors, and an extensive bibliographical essay provides
the basis for future research on this neglected facet of American history.
Two thousand miles to the west live the people whose story is
portrayed by Donald Worcester's The Apaches: Eagles of the Southwest. The chief value of this book lies not with the level of primary
research, but rather with its skillful synthesis of previously published
materials. Worcester has molded the writings about the various Apache
bands into an overview of those diverse groups. His assessment of their
history focuses on Apache-white relations from Spanish colonial times
to the present day, though he also provides some understanding of the
cultural context of Apache life. Worcester likewise corrects some longheld historical myths such as those surrounding the 1861 Lt. George
Bascom Affair and the 1863 murder of Mangas Coloradas.

•

Each of the three books deserves positive consideration by a broad
group of historians, anthropologists and aficionados of Indian life.
Michael L. Tate
University of Nebraska at Omaha

Old Texas Trails. By J. W. Williams. (Eakin Press, P. O. Box 178,
Burnet, Texas 78611), 1979. Photographs, Maps, Acknowledgements, Bibliography, Index. p. 447. $18.95
With Old Texas Trails, J. W. Williams has produced a classic.
Although Wi1l1ams passed away before preparing release in book form,
Kenneth F. Neighbours has done a scholarly job of editing Williams'
lifetime of work. The I?ook, organized into seventeen chapters, covers
the most important routes, traila, and roads to be carved out in Texas.
With a detailed, almost microscopic eye, the author covers such diverse
topics as Cabeza De Vaca's route through Texas; Ramon's road to San
Antonio and from there to Nacogdoches; the National Road of the
Republic of Texas; military roads in Central Texas; the Butterfield Overland Mail Route through the state; and concludes with Robson's trip
through West Texas in 1879. Most pleasing about the book is detail,
for Williams traveled each and every road and put his copious notes
into this volume.
Moreover, the author was more than "just" a historian. He was a
zoologist, mathematician, botanist, and astronomer. Thus he brought
a wide range of talent to bear on his search for trails and roads. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the author's coverage differs from earlier
works. Throughout Old Texas Trails, Williams time and again uncovers

•
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errors that were found in earlier works. For example, in chapter one
he offers proof that De Vaca traveled a different route across Texas
than was previously supposed. Again, almost microscopicly time after
time, Williams shows that earlier experts were miles off on their markings of various roads.
Of course, as the reader would expect, this volume is stylishly
produced. It is loaded with maps, more than twenty, including a giant
foldout at the back of the book. It is copiously footnoted with the
author trying to prove all his controversial statements. All in all, this
work is a valuable piece of Texana.

•

James Smallwood
Oklahoma State University

Naturalist's Big Bend: An Introduction to the Trees and Shrubs, Wildflowers, Cacti, Mammais, Birds, Reptiles and Amphibians, Fish,
and Insects. By Roland H. Wauer. (Texas A&M University Press,
Drawer C, College Station, Texas 77843), 1980. Photographs,
Bibliography. p. 149. $10.45, Cloth; $5.95, Paper.
To have been isolated and so little studied for decades, the Big
Bend region of Texas is becoming one of the state's best known natural
resources of recent years. In addition to various histories, guides, and
handbooks, there have been newspaper and popular magazine articles.
Now Roland H. Wauer, former chief naturalist for the national park,
has produced the second edition of his Naturalisfs Big Bend, which was
first published in 1973.
Wauer provides a brief historical overview of the region, then
assesses the "living scene today." Describing the five natural areas of
the park, he discusses the types of trees and shrubs to be found in each,
offering the intriguing suggestion that if you knew the trees and shrubs
of the world well enough, you could determine where you are simply
by studying them. His discussion of the cacti, mammals, birds (a particular specialty of his), reptiles and amphibians, and fish provide an
equally good introduction to the park, which, he points out, is the best
remaining example of the Chihuahuan Desert.
No one knows the park better than Wauer, who spent six years
there as a park service employee. He hiked and camped all over the
area, studying the environment, collecting specimen, and researching.
He was responsible for numerous commissioned studies for the park
service and readily shared his information with others who were studying
the park and its history. All this experience shows in the book, whieh
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is enhanced throughout by Wauer's excellent photographs and is handsomely packaged and printed by Texas A&M University Press. It is
recommended for anyone on their way to Big Bend.
Ron Tyler
Amon Carter Museum

•
Our Fiery Trial: Abraham Lincoln, John Brown, and the Civil War Era.
By Stephen B. Oates. (University of Massachusetts Press, Box 429,
Amherst, Massachusetts, 01002), 1979. References, Index. p. 160.
$11.50.
At the rate that Stephen Oates is writing books (this is his sixth),
he has long since put most of the rest of us to shame for our slothfulness.
Happily, he does not seem destined to have that negative cliche about
"having written almost as much as Harry Elmer Barnes" pinned on him.
There is an undeniable and consistent quality in Oates' work and he
has demonstrated a genuine competence in providing solid and available
source underpinning. Oates is a self-admitted humanist with an extraordinarily keen penchant for biography. He here offers some impressive
insights and observations about the nature of that art and about the
historian's craft in general. He uses for a backdrop musing and elaborations on his experiences while writing his quite impressive biographical
trilogy on Lincoln, Brown, and Nat Turner, for which he calls this book

•

"a companion volume."

The essays all have merit, and space does not permit an exposition
upon their full content. Perhaps the poorest, "Ghost Riders in the Sky,"
reveals Oates' own philosophical biases. The last essay is extremely
good, on the art of biography, and very moving at times-I share with
him having once had a mild hallucination, catching a glimpse of my
man, S. D. Lee, as he once "saw" John Brown. But for me the first
essay, "Styron's War Against the Blacks," is the most impressive, a

masterly summary and commentary.
This is not the kind of book that "every buff should buy for his
personal library." Its high cost and brevity render it rather a dear item.
It is, however, stimulating reading for the professional historian and a
veritable gem of good example and enlightening discussion for the
novice.

Herman M. Hattaway
University of Missouri - Kansas City
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Cry Comanche, The 2nd U. S. Cavalry in Texas, 1855-1861.
By Colonel Harold B. Simpson. (Hill Junior College Press, P. O.
Box 619, Hillsboro, Texas 76645), 1979. Photographs, Appendix,
Bibliography, Index. p. 186. $10.50
Colonel Harold B. Simpson's recent book Cry Comanche is the
story of the famous 2nd United States Cavalry. Although the regiment
existed actively for only six years and five months, its history is remarkable for (I) its Indian combat operations and (2) for its output of general
officers for future wars.

,

•

The regiment was created by Congress in 1855 for the purpose of
protecting the Texas frontier from Indian, primarily Comanche, raids
of one kind or another. Secretary of War Jefferson Davis gave special
attention to selection of personnel and equipment for the regiment, thus
giving origin to the nickname "Jeff Davis' Own." A majority of the
officers were southerners who had graduated from West Point. Horses
for the unit were purchased by knowledgeable officers of the 2nd
Cavalry, authorized to buy the best blooded mounts available. For
appearances sake, and to spur trooper morale, each company was
assigned horses of one color. However, white and black horses were
avoided because they would not blend well into the background. As
is well known by frontier and Civil War students, especially Texans,
the regiment was commanded by Albert Sidney Johnston (formerly of
Texas Republic service), with Robert E. Lee, the Virginian, as second
in command. Officially formed at Louisville, Kentucky in April 1855,
the 2nd Cavalry was actually put together at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, from where it marched slowly overland to the Texas frontier in
the fall of that year.
During the next five years the regiment became involved in forty
engagements, scores of patrols, long reconnaissance missions and many

•

escort assignments. The author makes good use of standard sources in
The reviewer, however, a would·be
biographer of Fitzhugh Lee, ventures herein a slightly different account
of the story of Fitz Lee's arrow wound than that later reported by
"Jack" Hayes, Lee's loyal friend. After being dragged on a mule litter
200 miles across the prairie from the Crooked River battle site in southwestern Kansas to Camp Radziminski in the Indian Territory, Fitz was
able to write home as follows:
his accounts of these actions.

I was leading the charge through a dense thicket, had just shot
and killed an Indian and was within a dozen yards of them,
dispatching another, he shooting and I shooting, a sort of duel.
I had shot at him twice, one ball taking effect in his breast,
had him down and was ahout firing a third time, having my
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pistol raised when an Indian about 10 yds. on my right shot
me ... I fell and was taken out of the thicket where [surgeons] rendered every assistance within their power ... I
thought I was going to die. I couId scarcely breathe, the blood
rising in my throat and mouth. I had no use of but one lung;
had I not been in the act of shooting my arm would have been
down and the arrow would have entered there. Fortunately
for me it was a wet, rainy day and the strings of their bows
were wet which prevented them in a measure from shooting
with force, or else they say that arrow would have gone
through and through me, and which accounts for so few of our
men being killed and so many wounded.
Except for specifics, the spirit of Hayes' published account is accurate.
Fitz Lee kept a copy of it among his personal papers in later years.
All in all, Colonel Simpson has made a fine contribution for us
Civil War devotees, both professional and part-time. He includes a
portfolio of photographs of regimental personnel who became generals,
along with sketch maps showing rivers, forts and sites of major engagements. A nseful appendix tabulates (I) officers assigned to the regiment
during its tenure of existence and (2) enlisted men assigned, who were
later commissioned in the U.S. Army.

•

Hill Junior College, as in the past, continues in its remarkable
way to provide support for these "labors of love" by Harold B. Simpson,
his students and associates. They are to be especially praised for the
useful and entertaining book under review-Cry Comanche.
James L. Nichols
Stephen F. Austin State University
The Civil War Letters of General Frank "Bull" Paxton, CSA: A Lieutenant of Lee & Jackson. Edited by John Gallatin Paxton. (Hill
Junior College Press, P. O. Box 619, Hillsboro, Texas 76645).
Photographs, Index, Bibliography, p. 102. $8.50.

Originally compiled in an unpublished volume of letters and
entitled Elisha Franklin Paxton, Memoir and Memorials, the Hill Junior
College publication of John Gallatin Paxton's The Civil War Letters of
General Frank "Bull" Paxton is an informative glimpse into the mind
and heart of one of Lee and Jackson's senior officers and a poignant
commentary of the universal expression of two separated lovers.
Frank Paxton was born in Rockbridge County, Virginia, on 4
March 1828, graduated from Washington College in 1845, and completed his law degree at the University of Virginia two years later. He
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might have prospered as a gentle an farmer and ended his days by a
cozy hearth telling tall tales to gr t-grandchildren had Fort Sumter not
been shelled. An ardent secessioni t, "Bull" (curiously, son John omitted
how his father earned his cogno en, and the reader must ponder an
oblique reference by a fellow offic r, Kyd Douglas, who claimed Paxton
was "brusque to rudeness") Paxto was elected first lieutenant of Company B (Rockbridge Rifles) 5th irginia Infantry Regiment, a regiment
incorporated into the Stonewall rigade.
The one-time Virginia lawye fought at the Battle of First Manassas
(Bull Run) and later became bri ader-general and commander of the
Stonewall Brigade at Fredericksb rg and Chancellorsville. In this latter
Confederate victory, Paxton, w Ie leading his command during the
second day of fierce fighting (M 3, 1863), was killed by enemy fire.
He was only thirty-five years old
Before his death near the 0 nge Court House at Chancellorsville,
Paxton composed some seventy five letters to his wife, Mary Neill
Gentry, between 21 April 1861 d 17 April 1863. The bulk of these
letters is of a personal nature be ween husband and wife; to wit, business matters concerning the farm nd the crops, his poor eyesight (which
forced him to abandon his law pr ctice), requests for additional clothing
and for purely personal effects su as his wife's "likeness" (which editor
John, as a young child, broke) nd a revealing insight into the solid
marriage the two Virginians ha established, as the reader hears the
oft-repeated refrain of both soldie and wife chiding one another for not
writing more often or more ro antically. Indeed, in a letter dated
August 3, 1861, Paxton informs is wife that her reproaches for his not
writing at length about his husb dly love makes her a "mean sinner
to think so. Just think how hard fought at Manassas to make you the
widow of a dead man or the wife of a live one ... If I was near enough
I would hug you to death for su h mean-ness." (p. 15)
Although sparing in his de criptions of the fearful engagements
fought by the Stonewall Brigad , Paxton's letters voice a withering
inditement of the Hextortioners at home" whom Paxton considered "our
worst enemies" by their withh ding supplies from the Confederate
Army in the hope of soaring pri es. In a letter dated 20 April 1863,
Paxton, the close friend of hi commander, "Stonewall" Jackson,
accurately labeled these civilians' actions as a "Famine of Christian
charity and public spirit" and scathingly observes in the same letter
that "Men wish to grow rich upon the miseries of their country, and
there is no limit to their extortions." (p.81)
The beauty and grace of this slim volume of Civil War letters lies
in the catholicity of emotions expressed between husband and wife
separated by the gulf of war and martial law, and in the acute observations of the horrors of war. Reading Paxton's letters to his wile Mary
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is to glimpse some of the meaning in General Sherman's "War is Hell"
truism. But more, Civil War Letters is a sensitive narrative of a husband
who chose to become a soldier and die for his country (toward the end
of his life, Frank Paxton became wholly fatalistic, believing with all
certainty that he would fall in baUle) and yet who longed for the embrace
of his wife and the smiles of his young children.

..

Robert Davis
Richland College

Lucy Breckinridge of Grove Hill: The Journal of a Virginia Girl, 18621864. Edited by Mary D. Robertson. (Kent State University Press,
Kent, Ohio 44240), 1980. Notes, Bibliography, Index. p. 235.
$14.00
Lucy Breckinridge was nineteen years of age in the summer of
1862 when she determined to keep a journal of her activities on Grove
Hill plantation. Her journal, edited by Mary D. Robertson of Armstrong State College and now published for the first time, provides an
interesting and thoughtful view of the life of the aristocracy in the
Shenandoah Valley during the Civil War. John T. Hubbell, editor of
Civil War History, who writes the foreword to the published volume,
compares Lucy's journal favorably with the well known Diary from Dixie
and Children of Pride as important historical sources of social life in the
Confederacy.
Lucy's journal is written in a clear, frank manner that allows
readers to share the author's thoughts, hopes, fears, and uncertainities
as the shadow of war and military defeat casts itself across life in the
valley. The death of both an older and younger brother, as well as a
sister-in-law and numerous friends and relatives during the war, brings
the stark reality of war home to Lucy.

•
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Although reared in an aristocratic southern family, Lucy had
doubts concerning traditional southern institutions and values. Slavery
she believed to be "a troublesome institution," which she wished could
be abolished. The mistreatment of a servant child led Lucy to write
"my blood boiled with indignation," and to conclude "I find I am a
true abolitionist in heart." (p. 211).
Although she had serious doubts about her feelings toward the
opposite sex, Lucy was courted by a succession of young beaus and -in
January, 1865 married Lieutenant Tommy Bassett of Washington
County, Texas. Tragically, only five months after her marriage, Lucy
died of typhoid fever. She was buried at Grove HIll along side her
beloved younger brother John, who had been killed at Seven Pines.
Ralph A. Wooster
Lamar University
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Yankee Autumn in Acadiana: A Narrative of the Great Texas Overland
Expedition through Southwestern Louisiana, October-December,
1863. By David C. Edmonds. (The Acadiana Press, P. O. Box
42290 USL, Lafayette, Louisiana 70504), 1979. Notes, Bibliography, Maps, Pictures, Index, p. 507.

•

The Great Texas Overland Expedition never reached Texas. This
autumn-1863 effort to establish a Union presence in Texas barely
emerged from the Louisiana swamps and soon stalled on-then receded
from-that state's south-eentral prairies. Edmonds' book rescues this
operation from undeserved obscurity. He summarizes the expedition's
causes-more diplomatic than military-and provides more coverage
to the operation's generalship: hesitant by Yankees Nathaniel Banks
and William Franklin, daring by Confederates Dick Taylor and Tom
Green. But the author concentrates on the experiences of junior officers,
enlisted men, and civilians. Battles, skirmishes, marches, raids, camp
life, hostile occupation appear through the perspective of these
individnals.
Generous quotations from their accounts (many unpublished) successfully create Edmonds' desired sense of humanity for his narrative.
To that end, his extensive use of personal manuscripts from many
repositories and of claims records from the National Archives is particularly commendable. His felicitous style, moreover, makes for enjoyable reading.

•
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Yet even this pleasant style is jarred by literally scores of errors
of grammar, syntax, usage, and spelling-typography. Seventeen dangling
modifiers are seventeen more than one anticipates from a professor.
Nor does one expect a professor to confuse elementary words ("Conscions" for "Conscience", "Contemptible" for "Contemptuous", "Defensive" for "Defensible", "Imminent" for "Eminent", "Repulsive" for

"Repulsing", "Shuttering" for "Shuddering"). Some military ranks and
unit designations (especially for artillery) also give him difficulty. He
further errs in thinking Cuvier Grover was exiled, not promoted, to
Louisiana. Most remarkably, he imagines that James Garfield was still
with the 42nd Ohio by autumn, 1863, and that Taylor fought at Cedar
Mountain, Second Manassas, and Fredericksburg. Finally, the mapswartime and his own-are primitive and often barely legible.

Yet these deficiencies-serious as they are----<lo not outweigh the
book's strengths: extensive research, pleasant style, and elucidation of
a long-neglected campaign. Buffs will enjoy the book; scholars, though
deploring its shortcomings, will appreciate its contributions.
Richard J. Sommers
U. S. Army Military History Institute
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Richard Bennett Hubbard: An American Lite. By Martha Anne Turner
(Shoal Creek Publishers, Inc., P. O. Box 9737, Austin, Texas
78766), 1979. Photographs, Bibliography, Index. p. 191. $15.00.
For a long time there has been a need for a biography of Governor
Richard Bennett Hubbard. Dr. Martha Turner has filled that need,
compacting the high lights of his career into 170 pages of text. Born in
Georgia, educated at Mercer University, the University of Virginia, and
Harvard Law School, Hubbard migrated to Texas in 1853. By 1855
he had established a good reputation as a lawyer and orator, especially
attacking the Know-Nothings. Despite some problems with date
sequences on p. 13, it is clear that Hubbard championed James
Buchanan for president, and increased his political stature as district
attorney for the new Western District.
Hubbard opposed Houston and accepted the leadership of O. M.
Roberts in the seccession movement. Turner claimed too much in
stating: "While Hubbard had been successful in winning Texas for the
Confederacy ..." Defeated for a seat in the new Congress, Hubbard
volunteered to raise a regiment and served as its colonel. He saw action
in the Battle of Mansfield. Readjustments in his personal life and
Reconstruction in the South had begun, but Hubbard's sadness was
compounded by the death of his wife in January 1868, due, in part, to
frequent childbearing.
Hubbard's economic condition as planter, railroad promoter and
lawyer improved by 1871, and he accepted the terms of the Amnesty
Act of 1872. The next year he used his oratorical abilities to help
unseat Governor Davis, and in January 1874 he became Lieutenant
Governor. The depression of the 1870s caused him to sell part of his
library and to delay paying doctor's bills. He worked for railroad
expansion, served as a Director for the Agricultural and Mechanical
College, and became a Centennial Orator at Philadelphia in 1876. The
author gives a good picture of Hubbard's early days in the Governor's
Mansion. However, his differences with John H. Reagan over support
for public education, problems with the prison system, an increasing
crime wave, and "fascination" (p. 65) with railroad interests would be
factors in his failure to be renominated in 1878.
Meanwhile, his political role at the national level was increased
by his seconding speech for General Hancock at the Democratic
National Convention. But he divided farther the political factions in
Smith County by a speech lasting so long that his opponent for a seat
in Congress, Charles Chilton, did not get to speak. Dr. Turner passed
up an opportunity to clarify the backgrounds of the opposing political
leaders in Smith County who would continue to influence Texas politics
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for many years. After Hubbard's failure to obtain a congressional seat,
he continued to campaign for national candidates, including Grover
Cleveland in 1884. His reward was the appointment as Minister to
Japan.
Aided by family letters, Department of State Dispatches, and his
book, The United States in the Far East, Dr. Turner has described the
adjustments of the family to life in Japan, the summer cholera epidemics,
the international tariff controversy, and finally his patience in negotiating a treaty of comity, commerce and navigation. With the advent of
the Harrison administration, Hubbard left Japan where he had made
many friends for the United States.
Dr. Turner is noted for her narrative style, and she has published
a fast moving account of the highlights in the career of Governor and
Ambassador Hubbard. While some references are cited, the usual footnotes are lacking. The author mentioned the "bibliographical assistance"
provided by Dr. Jean Sutherlin Duncan who received her degree from
Texas A and M University for her dissertation, "Richard Bennett Hubbard: Texas Politician and Diplomat". This reviewer is convinced that
Dr. Duncan should have been given more credit for her contributions.
Robert C. Cotner
University of Texas at Anstin

World War I. Edited by Maurice Malloff. (David McKay Company,
Inc., Department A, 2 Park Avenue, New York, New York
10016), 1979. Photography, Index. p. 119. $7.95.
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Of all the major conflicts in which the United'States has participated since 1900, none has had such a varied impact upon those who
shared the experience as did the First World War. The Great War, as
Europeans labeled it, proved devastating to the great powers in Europe,
whereas it marked our acknowledgement as a great power-in fact, the
only major power to emerge from the war stronger than when it entered.
In this brief volume the rise of the United States to great power
status is explained and narrated. The period covered is the 1890s
through 1918. Most of the emphasis is on the military, except for the
earlier period where the navy is given a share of the glory.
Adapted from the United States Army's American Military History,
this overview does a remarkably good job of tracing the rise of the
United States to a major military power. From a bungling and technically backward military establishment still geared to fighting Indians,
the United States was able to mobilize several million soldiers during
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1917 and 1918, What makes the book especially valuable is the discussion in Chapter 2 of the reorganization of the United States Army begun
by Elihu Root and completed during World War L This reorganization
made possible the successful mobilization and military effort in Europe,
Too often neglected in surveys of the era, its significance is clearly
evident in this volume, Without it the United States could probably
have been far less effective militarily.
Nothing here will be new to those versed in United States military
history. It will, however, serve as a fine introduction to those seeking
a short but comprehensive introduction to the topic, The maps supplement the text nicely and the illustrations suggest how rapidly military
technology changed-from a Signal Corps balloon in Cuba to tanks and
planes in France,
In a few places the editing appears to have been too precipitous.
On the first page the justification for American willingness to support

imperialism is too superficial even for such a work as this, In the discussion of the diplomatic exchanges between the United States and Spain
after the destruction of Maine, the role of President William McKinley
is shown as being much more forceful than many would portray his
actions. Finally, and most serious in my opinion, is the section devoted

to the so-called "Sussex pledge" made by Germany in 1916, What is
missing is how Wilson gave Germany the ability to state when and how
that pledge could be broken, Many historians believe that a great power
should never allow its potential enemy to gain such an advantage,
Yet, these are not major faults, only ones which more careful
editing might have improved, This will be a useful book for undergraduate courses and for those seeking a clearer understanding of our

emergence as a great power, In the light of events during 1979 and
early 1980 it might be especially revealing to show how differently we
could and did react only seventy to eighty years ago,
William L. Taylor
Plymouth State College

•
Insurance Reform: Consumer Action in the Progressive Era. By H.

Roger Grant. (Iowa State University Press, South State Ave"
Ames, Iowa 50010), 1979, Notes, Index, Illustrations, p. 202,
$14.95, Cloth; $9,50, Paper,
The Triumph of Conservati.,m by Gabriel Kolka (1963) argued
that the progressive era, long regarded as a time of reform, was in

reality a period in which the regulated regulated themselves, Robert
Wiebe's The Search for Order of 1967 emphasized the bureaucratiza-
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tion and professionalization which progressive reformers sought. Finally,
in 1972 David Thelan produced The New Citizenship which examined
the role of consumer activism during the progressive era. H. Roger
Grant's Insurance Reform attempts to combine these three divergent
interpretations. According to Grant, insurance corporations, faced with

•

pressure from angry consumers, initially attempted to quiet unrest by
accepting demands for professionalization of the industry. Then, when
consumers sought government regulation, the companies attempted to
win regulation by the national rather than state and local governments
because the national government would provide uniform rules. Also,
one regulator was more susceptible to control than were the multitudinous state and local agencies.
Or necessity Grant does not even attempt to examine the full range
of insurance. A study of the diverse types would be too fragmented to
achieve any result. However, omission of marine and other forms of

insurance is not a flaw because the two types of insurance examined
by Grant-life and fire-were the dominant types in force, covering the
greatest percentage of policyholders and bringing to the companies the
predominant portion of their wealth. Also, abuses were most widespread
in life and fire insurance.

Grant restricts the geographical area of his study as well. He
examines reform efforts in New York, Texas, Wisconsin, Kansas, and

Missouri. Those states consistently led in the introduction of anti-trust
measures and legislation to have the state esablish rates. Thus, the
study examines all of the major reform impulses.
The work concludes with an examination of reform-minded insurance commissioners and with an afterword which brings the study into
relevance for the present day. Discussing the need for renewed consumer movements during the 19708, Grant notes that "Consumer con-

quests over an industry are never total or complete" (p. 169).
Grant takes an essentially uneXciting topic, insurance reform, and
manages to create an interesting work. Based on his dissertation, the
study displays exhaustive research and comes alive under the masterful
hand of a fine scholar. Insurance Reform merits scrutiny by all scholars
of the progressive era.
.

J. Herschel Barnhill
Oklahoma State University
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Prejudice and the Old Politics: The Presidential Election of 1928.
By Allan J. Lichtman. (The University of North Carolina Press,
Box 2288, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514), 1979. Appendices, Notes, Bibliography, Index. p. 366. $20.00.
Students of American history and followers of presidential politics
will fiod 'this work quite intriguing. It is clearly a revisionist interpretation of the importance of the 1928 presidential election wbich has heretofore been regarded as a forerunner of the new alliance of labor, ethnic
gronps, farm interests and other groups put together by Franklin D.
Roosevelt and subsequently used by the Democrats for over a generation. But the work goes further: it challenges the traditional explanation
of Hoover's victory; it challenges the "critical election theory" and
states that "no election between 1916 and 1940 qualifies as a critical
election ...." (p. 201). Lichtman questions, therefore, the conventional
wisdom of political scholars as well known as Samuel Lubell, Richard
Hofstadter and Daniel Boorstein who set forth the concept of plnralist
politics which began in 1928 with Al Smith's campaign. To conduct
his research, the author used the relatively new quantitative tools of
historical methodology plus traditional documentary interpretation.
Methodologists should, therefore, be content that the subject has been
examined thoroughly and not shortchanged by any bias in use and
assessment of data.
To begin with, Lichtman wrote a prologue and introductory
chapter. The former characterized Herbert Hoover and AI Smith while
the latter summarizer the historiography of the 1928 election. Traditionally scholars interpreted the contest as a fight between Catholic-wetforeigu-urban Americans and Protestant-dry-native-rural Americans.
According to Lichtman these issues were important, but the overriding
consideration was the religious question. "Despite the storm and stress
produced by religion during the campaign, most historians have not
considered it an especially significant influence on the vote for president,
but religious conflict occupied center stage in the competition between
Smith and Hoover." (pp. 40, 76). The issues of Republican prosperity
and rural-urban tension were not ignored by Lichtman but rather relegated to a secondary position, a reversal of the standard account of the
election.
To examine further the importance of 1928 as a critical election,
Lichtman looked at the voting record of women and blacks who
allegedly shifted to the Democratic party that year. He broke new
ground because the voting of neither had ever been considered separately, but he concluded that no shift occurred. "A larger proportion
of black voters supported the Democratic nominee in 1928 than in
earlier contests, but a majority still favored Herbert Hoover." (p. 144).
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No apparent shift was evident among women voters either. To insist
that no critical election occurred from 1916 to 1940 may bother some
readers, and the lack of a clear definition of his own perception of a
critical election will enhance that possibility. He described the 1932
election as "electoral change during the 1930s [that] was primarily
influenced by the response of Herbert Hoover and Franklin D. Roosevelt
to challenges posed by the Great Depression." (p. 201). Isn't that how
voters would act in any critical election-to the responses of the candidates to the particular problems at hand? Some may also disagree with
the assertion that anti-Catholicism did not lose its salience after Hoover's
victory because of evidence in the 1930s and 1960. To be sure, antiCatholicism was quite evident in the latter case, but to deny that it had
mellowed is questionable. The quantitative data, furthermore, excluded
the eleven former Confederate states, and while the author explained
his reasons for the exclusion, some readers will question that decision
and the book's hypothesis as well.
Doubts over methodology will not diminish the contribution of the
study to the historiography of political history. It shows original research
and courage to question conventional wisdom. An impressive bibliography that is comprehensive in both primary and secondary sources
reinforces the author's contention that his conclusions were not based
solely on quantitative data. For political historians, Prejudice and the
Old Politics will be quite valuable.
D. Clayton Brown
Texas Christian University

Electricity for Rural America: The Fight for REA. By D. Clayton
Brown. (Greenwood Press, 51 Riverside Avenue, Westport, Connecticut 06880), 1980. Bibliography, Notes. p. 178. $22.50.
When most people think of the "power fight" in twentieth century
America they concentrate on images of Wendell Willkie, Franklin
Roosevelt, George W. Norris, the Tennessee Valley authority, and the
recurring conflicts hetween advocates of public and private power
development. D. Clayton Brown describes another lengthy and perhaps
equally important battle which sometimes was involved with and often
paralleled this better-known struggle. This was the movement to extend
electrical service to the American farmer.
While the contest operated at the national level, the areas most
affected physically were the South and Midwest which had by far the
lowest rates of rural electrification. As late as 1920 only 1 % of southern
farmers and 10% of those in the Midwest had access to electrical ser-
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vice, and there was no appreciable improvement by 1930. In fact, until
the World War II era rural families in these areas enjoyed few of the
technological conveniences of the modern world. The Rural Electrification Administration was largely responsible for changing that situation.
During the 1920s plans were advanced to extend electrical service
into rural areas under the auspices of private utilities companies, but
they foundered on the problems of anticipated low usage and scattered
clientele. Disappointed by the private companies' failure to take action,
some began to advocate the development of rural cooperatives, and a
continuing split emerged between those who wanted private development
and others who believed public action the only feasible solution. While
paralleling the battles surrounding the government's facilities at Muscle
Shoals, Alabama, it is important to note that the rural electrification
struggle at this point involved distribution rather than the generation
of power. The failures of private efforts contrasted sharply with the
apparent successes of public electrification in Canada and Europe and
added fuel to the controversy. Differences in priorities also emerged:
should the nation concentrate on a coordinated power system that would
emphasize industrial and urban service and supply farms as a by-product,
or should top priority by upon extending power as rapidly as possible
into rural areas?
Creation of the Rural Electrification Administration by President
Roosevelt in 1935 did not preclude cooperation with private companies,
but the animosity of the utilities toward REA led its administration to
necessarily depend upon rural cooperatives in fulfilling its mission.
Acting as a work relief agency as well as a power administration unit,
REA loaned money to cooperatives and helped to create a system
whereby poor rural customers could buy appliances on credit and thus
increase their electrical usage. In most cases the major benefits to rural
families were not in the work area but in the home through electric
irons, refrigerators, lights, running water, radios, etc., which improved
the quality of rural life. The cooperatives built their lines for lower
prices and offered cheaper rates than private utilities, and generally

performed capably despite efforts by the private companies to build
"spite" lines and drain off the best business areas in the rural regions
and to discredit the cooperatives' performance.
REA achieved permanence in 1936 with its Congressional authorization. At this time Sam Rayburn moved into the forefront as the
agency looked toward power generation as well as distribution, culminating in the movement to build new dams in the southeast and southwest and create "little TVAs." Rayburn was a leading figure during
the post-war era in assuring that fural cooperatives would share the
power generated by new government dams. Realizing that in the con-
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servative post-war political climate "little TVAs" were a vain hope,
he successfully pushed Congress to create working arrangements between
private and cooperative utilities to extend rural service and achieve
maximum efficiency.
Brown's treatment is thoroughly documented, well-organized, and
clearly written. He properly places the battles in broader national and
ideological contexts, and his analyses seem sound. This book is well
worth the attention of any reader interested in not only the power question but in the government-industry relations, political history, and
agriculural history for the United States from the 1920s through the
1950s.
James E. Fickle
Memphis State University

•

Captain M. T. Gonzaullas, Lone Walt: The Only Texas Ranger at
Spanish Descent. By Brownson Maisch. (Shoal Creek Publishers,
Inc., P. O. Box 9737, Austin, Texas 78766), 1980. Photographs,
Bibliographical Notes, Index. p. 244. $12.50.
Manuel T. "Lone Wolf" Gonzaullas was already a legendary figure
when I first began doing research on the Texas Rangers in the mid1960s. Men on the force held him in the utmost respect, sometimes to
the point of awe and reverence. They singled out his flair for the dramatic with pride, especially since he backed such actions with "sixth
sense" perception and well-calculated plans. Although utterly fearless,
he never led his men recklessly or proposed ideas which might endanger
lives needlessly.
Yet no matter how outstanding a law enforcement officer he may
have been, Gonzaullas did himself and the Rangers one regrettable
disservice. He intended to write an autobiography and therefore did
not allow a trained historian to interview him, to probe his memory, to
preserve the record of his life and era. As a result Brownson Maisch,
author of the award winning Indianola: The Mother at Western Texas
(1977), was somewhat handicapped in this effort. Although having
access to five voluminous scrapbooks and 500 photographs, he lacked
the necessary data for a definitive biography. For instance, he discussed
the Santa Claus robbery at Cisco in 1927, the mob murder of a Negro
prisoner at Sherman in 1930, the Beaumont race riot in 1943-all
interesting stories---but did not explain Gonzaullas' role, at least not
in any significant detail.
While some readers will enjoy this biography because it relates
events of a fascinating life, this reviewer is somewhat disappointed.
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Gonzaullas seems to be merely a man on paper, one who performs
heroic deeds, yet who has no personality, no humanness, no breath and
life. He merely completes assignments-raiding stills and gambling
joints, taming oil boomtowns, arresting wrongdoers-with routine
thoroughness. He was a much more complex man than the author is
able to recount.
Ben Procter
Texas Christian University
The Greatest Gamblers. By Ruth Sheldon Knowles. (University of
Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp Avenue, Norman, Oklahoma 73069),
2nd edition, 1978, (1st edition, New York, 1959). Photographs,
Map, Sources, Index. p. 376. $9.95.

This is a second edition of a work first published in 1959 and in
the main repeats almost verbatim the text of the original. While some
petroleum production statistics have been updated, a lively and absorbing narrative has been retold involving such oil pioneers as Mike Benedum, Anthony Lucas, Ed Doheny, Harry Sinclair, Wallace Pratt, Ernest
Marland, and many others. There is an extensive examination of the
economic contributions, as well as idiosyncracies and foibles, of these
wildcatters. The author also keeps her study within a larger historical
framework with an analysis of ongoing technological and scientific
developments contributing to advanced oil exploration methods.
The last and concluding chapter of this edition, however, has been
rewritten to reflect recent problems within tbe American petroleum
industry. This same chapter of the 1959 edition ended on a generally
positive note with the industry then celebrating a century of impressive
accomplishment. While the future of the industry seemed bright, the
author cautioned that the spectre of increased and damaging governmental regulation might cloud the industry's future.
In this rewritten chapter of the new edition, that dire prophesy, in
the author's view, has come into being. Her extensive analysis of events
subsequent to 1959 indicates that energy policies of the federal government involving restrictive taxation, price fixing, and excessive ecological
concerns have hampered the industry's domestic development. This has
forced greater reliance upon foreign oil and strengthened the economic
and political power of the OPEC cartel.
This is a familiar story, perhaps told with a degree of bias springing
from Ruth Knowles' long family association with the oil industry.
Nevertheless it is a convincing and accurate one and reason enough to
appreciate and to read this new edition of her work.
John O. King
University of Houston
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Marxists and Utopias in Texas. By Ernest G. Fischer. (Eakin Pnblications, P. O. Box 178, Bnrnet, Texxas 78611), 1980. Illnstrations,
Appendix, Bibliography, Index. p. 246. $14.95.

With Marxists And Utopias In Texas Ernest G. Fischer has placed
the founding of Texas within the context of clashing world ideologies
and social revolutions. Not all who came to Texas were red-blooded
American cowboys. Some were people in search of a collectivist utopia.
Their settlements included the pirate colony of Jean Laffite, Victor
Considerant's pursuit of !caria (the name of a fictitious communist
utopia) and the Sanctified Sisters' perfect society without men.
Some of the utopias involved Texas with the revolutionary and
social uphevals that engulfed Europe. One was concieved by Napoleon's
exiled lieutenants as the basis for a Napoleonic empire in the southwest
as they planned to rescue Bonaparte from St. Helena. Robert Owen,
fleeing the English industrial revolution, wanted to. create a perfect
society in the Texas wilderness. The German nobility aided the emigration of German youth to Texas to relieve revolutionary pressures in
Germany. And !caria grew out of the unfulfilled promises of the French
revolution of 1830.
The term Marxism is misleading with reference to the settlements.
Vestiges of capitalism are often apparent. Laffite's colony on San Luis
(Galveston) Island was a profit-sharing contractural order. !caria was
financed by investors seeking 6% interest on their investment, just as
the German nobility made possible the settlement of Bettina. The
Sanctified Sisters of Bell County bought and operated hotels for profit.
But Owen believed man was shaped by his environment and that the
state should control that environment. The Mormons, seeking refuge
in Texas, operated on the principle of "from each acrording to his
ability, to each according to his need."
Still unanswered is just how close Laffite was to the work of Engles
and Marx. Yet the book is an interesting account of this aspect of the
development of Texas.
Dave Dickey
Mt. Enterprise, Texas
Eighter from Decatur: Growing Up in North Texas. By Jim Tom
Barton. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station,
Texas 77843), 1980. Photographs, Bibliographic Notes, Index.
p. 149. $12.95.
Eighter From Decatur is a book for people whose backgrounds lie
in small towns across the rural South. In the Foreword, Joe B. Frantz,
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who was reared in Weatherford, suggests that small towns are a good
place to find sanctuary and security in youth but are too confining as
homes for life. Apparently Jim Tom Barton would agree. From his
vantage point in Austin where he is a certified public accountant, Barton
engagingly recounts fond memories of his boyhood in Decatur during
the years around World War I.
Barton does not attempt a narrative organized along chronological
lines or pursue any particular theme. Instead, his book is a series of
largely independent chapters on such topics as "Customs, Manners,
and Chores", "Religion", "Health Care and Funerals", and finally
"This and That". The longest and perhaps best chapter deals with
everyday life at the farm home of his mother's family, the Perrins, on
Sycamore Creek in northeast Wise County. From Barton's description,
the family, originally from Kentucky, worked hard and lived reasonably
well by the standards of that day. But in 1918 they moved west to
Haskel1 County in search of greater prosperity. It would seem that the
author experienced first-hand something of the pioneering spirit of
nineteenth century Texas.
In general, Barton tells the story of his Decatur boyhood for its
own sake. He cannot resist, however, making a few judgments on
modern times. After describing "Playing and Fighting" in Decatur, for
example, he almost feels sorry for "present-day boys who are supervised
and coached by adults at expensive summer camps and in the little
leagues of various sports." (p. 74). The chapter on "Gun Culture"
concludes with the observation that his generation could not conceive
of the government threatening gun ownership in any form.
"Editorial" comments are to be expected in personal accounts
of the past. They point up how rapidly the conditions of life have
changed, espedal1y in the twentieth century. And yet, as Professor
Frantz suggests, people change much more slowly if at all. Many
children in Decatur today probably do lead more regimental lives than
did Jim Tom Barton and his brother, but they still have to learn about
playing and fighting, about cooperation and courage, for rhemselves.
Children grow up today in inner cities under circumstances indescribably

different from those in rural small towns, and yet some day there will
be memoirs with titles such as "Making it in the Fifth Ward", And
these books, like Eighter From Decatur, will be valuable testimonials
to a time when things were different and to our need to remember those

times.

Randolph B. Campbell
North Texas State University
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From Brown to Bakke: The Supreme Court and School Integration,
1954-1978. By J. Harvie Wilkinson, Ill. (Oxford University
Press, 200 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10016), 1979.
Notes, Index. p. 368. $17.95.

•

•

,

It has been more than twenty-five years since the Supreme Court
ruled on the historic Brown versus Topeka Board of Education. Yet,
according to such historians as George Tindall, the Second Reconstruction only slowly attracted the attenlion of scholars as a field of study.
However, the decade of the 1970s saw increased interest in the area.
From Brawn to Bakke is thus a welcomed addition to the growing list
of studies on the civil rights movement.

J. Harvie Wilkinson, III, masterfully, in indepth fashion, traces the
evolution of the court's decisions vis a vis civil rights issues since 1954.
The study, broken into four parts, analyzes first the Brown decision and
the ramifications of it. The author sees the court as rushing to the forefront of the civil rights movement. However, in part II on southern
school desegregation, he notes vacilation on the court's part until the
era 1968 to 1973 when it moved ahead rapidly. Part III analyzes the
busing issue, and the author maintains that the court largely only skirted
the issue. Finally in the Bakke decision, Wilkinson again points out the
vacilation of the court in leaving issues such as "affirmative action" and
"reverse discrimination" in a virtual state of limbo. Thus, the author
suggests that the court erred on busing and on Bakke.

Overall, this is an excellent volume which highlights both the
"strengths" and ''weaknesses'' of the court. Moreover, cases are considered in their own social milieu. The courl at times is cast as forceful
in its position on civil rights but at other times as tenalive. Likewise,
the transition from the Warren court to the Burger court is highlighted.

•

From Brown to Bakke has few flaws and has been stylishly produced by Oxford University Press. The author does not include a bibliography-which would have been helpful-but he does provide a
copious, detailed fifly-page notes section and an adequate index. This
volume belongs on the shelves of all serious scholars interested in the
civil rights struggle.

James Smallwood
Oklaboma State University
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Have We Overcome? Race Relations Since Brown. Edited by Michael
V. Namorato. (University Press of Mississippi, Jackson, Mississippi 39200), 1979. Illustrations and Notes. p. 232. $15.00;
$7.95, Paper.
Beginning in .1975, the University of Mississippi inaugurated the
Chancellor's Symposium on Southern History. Each fall since then
prominent scholars have gathered at the University of Mississippi to
address some aspect of Southern history. In 1978, seven such scholars
dealt with race relations since the Brown Supreme Court decision of
1954. The individuals invited to participate were: C. Eric Lincoln,
professor of religion, Duke University; Vincent Harding, director of the
Institute of the Black World and oral history member, Duke University;
Henry Levine, professor of education at Stanford University; William
Leuchtenburg, professor of history, Columbia University; Robert Wiebe,
professor of history, Northwestern University; Morton Horwitz, professor of law, Harvard Law School; and Lerone Bennett, senior editor of
Ebony. Michael V. Nomorate from the University of Mississippi edited
this volume of lectures from the symposium.
Each speaker was given a broad topic to discuss and asked to look
at race relations today to determine how far we have come in America
since 1954 and to appraise our future. The topics included: black culture and the Brown decision; the black community and the Brown decision; civil rights since Brown; attempts to legislate prejudice since
Brown; white attitude changes since Brown; and legal questions raised
by Brown and Bakke. The essays are highly informative and thought
provoking. On the central question "Have We Overcome?" which was
addressed in detail by Lerone Bennett, the speakers all agree-we have
come a long way toward overcoming racism, but still have much further
to go.
Billy D. Ledbetter
Cooke County College

Buffalo Bill: His Family, Friends, Fame, Failures, and Fortunes.
By Nellie Snyder Yost. (The Swallow Press, Inc., 81 I W. Junior
Terrace, Chicago, Illinois 60613), 1980. PhotographS, Notes,
Bibliography, Acknowledgments, Index. p. 500. $17.50.
For some generations, William Frederick "Buffalo Bill" Cody
symbolized the late 19th century "macho man". A man who parlayed
his experiences as a scout and buffalo hunter into entertainment, riches,

glamour, and fame, Cody loved the publicity, endeavored to perpetuate
it, and became a legend in his own time. So successful was he that years
after his death in 1917 numerous books continue to depict his feats.
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Nellie Snyder Yost offers a different viewpoint from the many
accounts-that of the intimate personal side of the man as indicated by
the sub-title: family, friends, failures and fortunes. Relying upon solid
research in little used materials, Yost's vantage point expresses that of
North Platte, Nebraska, the legal residence of Buffalo Bill for most of
his adult life. In Nebraska" Yost found Cody to be a born promoter,
a generous man who gave lavishly to friends and causes, but with weaknesses. While he loved children, he exhibited little responsibility in the
upbringing of his own. His Wild West show kept him on the road, and
his wife Louisa went excessively long periods without her man that led
to severed marital relations. Cody made money, but his limited business
talents caused him to spend it even faster. The macho man's fondness
for alcohol and alleged promiscuity added additional stress. Yost has
presented the evidence for such and adds sympathetic, unconvincing,
analyses for Cody's behavior.
Of equal importance, Yost presents vivid descriptions about North
Platte's reaction to its famous citizen and his Scout's Rest Ranch. As
one might expect, not all viewed Cody with admiration, but surprisingly,
he had numerous friends.

,

•

Yost demonstrates how marvelously complex Cody was, rather than
being a simpleton. That's good. But her analysis of Cody's leadership
in irrigating arid lands of the West is hardly convincing. More important, Cody used his western experiences to popularize the West, bringing
joy to thousands of Americans, and endured personal hardships
equivalent to those of today's soap operas.
The author has examined the prevailing interpretations of Cody,
and added an additional dimension to the best previously written study:
Don Russell's The Lives and Legends of Buffalo Bill. Yost has written
a fascinating book for those interested in the history of entertainment,
the west, social history, or for general readers in search of an interesting
story.
Irvin M. May, Jr.
Texas A&M University

Local Government Records: An Introduction to Their Management,
Preservation, and Use. By H. G. Jones. (American Association

for State and Local History, 1400 Eighth Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee 37203), 1980. Appendix, Index, Photographs.
p. 208. $6.95.
Jones notes in his preface that the original intent of his study was
to produce a manual for the management and preservation of local
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records. The study evolved, however, into a work that serves as a
worthy introduction to records management and research in local
records.
The work is divided into two sections. Part I contains information
on managing local records, while Part II details how local records can
be used to produce scholarly research. While Part I is geared to the
local official who has custody of the records, the section should be read
by all who have worked or are considering working with local records.
The efficient management of records, be they inactive or current files,
can be a real boon to the researcher.
It is Part II, however, that is of most importance to the local
researcher. In this section, Jones makes a strong case that local history,
once looked down upon by scholars, is a valid area of study and can
be improved upon by a better understanding of locai governments and
a greater utilization of the vast numbers of records they retain or
generate.
Local governmental units in the United States are numerous and
complex and Jones includes informative sketches on thcir origins, development, and powers. In regard to the records filed with or generated
by the various units of government, Jones discusses a number of record
groups, including vital statistics, property, tax, court, election, and school
records, and provides examples on how these primary source materials

can be used in studies of individuals or the historical, cultural, social,
or economic development of a particular locality or region. Jones also
provides some useful tips to facilitate research in local depositories,
which, as Jones notes, are quite different from the normal academic
facilities.
Jones' work will probably not provide any new management information to the professional archivist or records manager, nor reveal new

sources or methods to the experienced researcher. The work will, however, be of great value to the researcher not well versed in the intricacies
of local governments, the primary source material they house and
produce, and the potential of the material for elevating and expanding
the study of local history.
James Riney
Texas County Records Inventory Project
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Register ot Ancestors: The National Society of The Colonial Dames
of America in the Commonwealth at Virginia. (Colonial Dames
in Virginia, South Wilton Road, Richmond, Virginia 23226),
1979. Index. p. 121. $15.00, Paper; $20.00, Hardback.

•

..
•

•

This register contains the names of those men who have been
accepted as ancestors by The Colonial Dames of America in the Commonwealth of Virginia. It is arranged in alphabetical order by surname
of ancestor. It gives date of birth and death, name of marriage partner
or partners, and service. To be eligible for membership, the applicant
must show that the said ancestor held one or more of the following
offices: Historic Founder who came to Virginia between 1607 and
1620; member of the Virginia Company; signer of the Charters of April
10, 1606, May 23, 1609 or May 12, 1612; be a civil officer in the
Virginia government; a commissioned officer of the Virginia forces who
served under the Crown 1607 to July 5, 1776; a Gentleman Justice of
the Virginia Counties to July 5, 1776; a Judge of the Superior Court
of Law and Equity; a Commissary of the Bishop of London in Virginia;
or a Trustee of the College of William and Mary; a member of the
Revolutionary Convention of 1773-1776; member of the General Committee of Safety 1775-1776; member of the Continental Congress of
1774, 1775 or 1776; Signer of the Declaration of Independence; or an
official of other colonial States, accepted by Colonial Dames Societies
in those States as being recognized qualifiers.
This book is a valuable reference work because of the wealth of
information it contains on early inhabitants in the colonies.
Carolyn Ericson, Curator
Stone Fort Museum

•
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A Blakey Book: 1686-1977. By Bernard Buckner Blakey. (B. B.
Blakey, Rt. 1, Box 165, Little Falls, Minnesota 56345), 1977.
Index. p. 666. $15.00.
This volume contains records of the descendants of Thomas and
Susannah Blakey of Christ Church Parish, Middlesex County, Virginia:
There were at least three Blakey families who immigrated from England
to the colonies. Thomas Blakey and his son Thomas came from Cumberland, England to Middlesex County, Virginia before 1686 and this
book contains only the descendants of this family.

•

The format and numbering system are easy to follow. Each child
is assigned a number of his own. Those who have descendants who are
contained in this book have a plus (+) by their number. By this method,
it is an easy task to follow the family members to the present generations
or to trace it backward to the immigrant ancestor.
Mr. Blakey began collecting information for this book in the 1930s
and has done a tremendous amount of research collecting original documents and information on the descendants of this family who have
spread all over the nation. In the foreword there is an explanation of
the abreviations used for the sources included in the book. This list
takes the place of a bibliography which is usually found in the back of
a book.
This volume is recommended for anyone who is a descendant of
this family and would be an excellent addition to any genealogical
library.
Carolyn Ericson, Curator
Stone Fort Museum
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BOOK NOTES
Among the really interesting books to come our way in a long time
is a collection of Paul Crume's columns from the Dallas Morning News.
Anyone old enough to remember Crume, or any student of the English
language, will relish this potpourri of the columnist's best. The collection, The World of Paul Crume, was assembled by Marion Crume, and
carries a Foreword by Lon Tinkle and an Introduction by Frank Tolbert,
the latter two being associates on the News for years. It was published
by SMU Press (Dalhis, Texas 75275, $15). The selection headings
include Boyhood Days, Fleshing Out the American Story, Mules and
Other Antiques, The Male Animal, The Seasoned Householder, Anybody can Sing Underwater, Politics and the People, Patriots, Politicians,
and History, The Perceptive World Collector, and Taming the English
Language, among others. The volume's greatest contribution, as Crume
might have observed in his way with words, is his columns still give a
person to think.
A timely tome recently arrived by Patricia Lasher and Beverly
Bentley is Texas Women: Interviews and Images (Shoal Creek Publishers, Inc., P. O. Box 9737, Austin, Texas 78766, $7.95). They
divided the work thusly: Lasher provided the words and Bentley photographed several of the state's (and the world's) leading women, including
Lady Bird, Phyllis George, Sissy Farenthold, Oveta Culp Hobby, Gloria
Scott, and many, many more. The text is based on interviews with the
subjects, who also speak for themselves in quotations. The group is
diverse: lawyers, educators, businesswomen, public officials, doctors,
and entertainment figures, among other callings. They are all Texans,
they are all important people, and they are all women.
George Norris Green's The Establishment in Texas Politics: The
Primitive Years, 1938-1957 (Greenwood Press, 51 Riverside Avenue,
Westport, Connecticut 06880', $22.50) examines the formative decades
of modern Texas politics. Green states that before 1930 politicians,
reformers and corporate interests shared control of Texas politics. Then,
in the late 1930s, the corporations assumed the lion's share of control
and hang on with, to mix the metaphor, the grip of the proverbial turtle.
He states that since then Texans have been governed by an unbroken
line of conservative governors and legislatures, or what he terms a
loose-knit plutocracy of oilmen, bankers, insurance magnates, ranchers.

and other businessmen. The only significant change Green sees is the
force of Lyndon Johnson/Sam Rayburn and the refreshing change of
Ralph Yarborough, which was more surface than substance in his view.
The Establishment, he finds, is still firmly in control. All may not agree
with Green, some may feel he did not go far enough to suit them. For
all, however, he provides a provocative look at two decades of Texas
politics.
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The Greenwood Press has also published a book for those interested in German immigration in the United States, including Texas.
Museums, Sites and Collections of Germanic Culture in North America:
An Annotated Directory of German Immigrant Culture in the United
States and Canada, compiled by Margaret Hobbie, tells its story in the
title. Its cost: $19.95.
Would you like to know when all the "Days" are celebrated in
Texas? I mean, just when or where is the Watermelon Thump, were
is the next Chili Cookoff, where is the next bass tournament? Peter
Morris' Texas Day-ByDay (Creative Answers, 4915 Milam St., Suite 4,
Houston, Texas 77006, $6.95) can provide you with the poop. My
1980 edition will be out of date when you read this, but since it is the
third annual, surely a fourth annual, brand new 1981 issue can be
ordered to keep you from missing out on a frog jumping celebration
somewhere.
Our Cajun friends at the Center for Louisiana Studies (USL, Box
4-0831, Lafayette, Louisiana 70504) sent two pretty and interesting
volumes. The Courthouses of Louisiana by Glen" R. Conrad, Carl A.
Brasseaux and R. Warren Robinson features illusrrations, photographs,
and textual coverage for each parrish courthouse in the Bayou State,
and Leonard V. Huber's Creole Collage is an illustrated account of
creole Louisiana. Anyone who knows what a Cajun is will like this
book; if you don't know what a cajun is, you need to re3d some book
on the subject because you have missed one of life's delights.
Indian fighters, Attention! For the pure in heart, the Old Army
Press (1513 Welch, Fort Collins, Colorado 80521, $12.95) has compiled a Chronological List of Actions, &c., with Indians from January
15,1837 to January, 1891 from Adjutant General's Office records, with
an Introduction by Dale E. Floyd. Each entry contains the following
information: date, name or place of action, troops engaged, commanding

officer, number killed, wounded (both troopers and Indians), and source
of information.

Judges of the Republic of Texas, 1836-1846. by member Joe E.
Ericson (1614 Redbud, Nacogdoches, Texas 75961, $22.05), provides
biographical and genealogical data on nearly 1500 men who served
as judges during the period of the Republic of Texas. An introduction
outlines the court system of the Republic, and each sketch is accompanied by a photo when available. Rosters of judges by county and
office, and a bibliography on thc mcn and the system, complete this
volume.
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INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS
University of Texas at Tyler, Tyler
Huntington State Bank, Huntington
51. Regis Paper Company. Lufkin
Temple-Eastex, loc., Diboll
Lufkin National Bank, Lufkin
Texas Foundaries, Inc,. Lufkin
The Lufkin News, Lufkin
Lufkin Industries. Inc., Lufkin
First Bank & Trust, Lufkin
Lufkin Federal Savings and Loan Association
Sam Houston State University. Huntsville
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